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(ius says maybe Mr. Sayers
could get 'em to make football
and Basketball Attendance 101
a required course.

Slain man's mother
tells of threat to son

TEACH HER PET-Mal(il Heft) and friend
Karen ~nd•rson, :; junior in social welfare,
f'nga.ce 1n some outdoor Khooling on the knoll

Staff photo by

Brent Cramer

near Morris Library. There's a ehant'e of rain -cJr
snow Thursday. highs in the 4415. Thursday night
temperatures in the as.

Lou. student attendance at football,
-basketball- gam~s·:'U,()J;f.ies~IA:C. ~-··. ·~,' ''*
By ChKk Hempstead
Staff W~ile!'

Lower
attendance
at
basketball and footbaJI games
this year, especially among
students. drew the concern oi
the Intercollegiate Athletics
Committee at their monthly
meeting Wednesday.
''Tbere seems to be a general
animosity toward athletics by
students," Gale Sayers, men's
athletic director, told the
committee.
He said it is hard to un~~rstand why there is not a
greater
attendanc4'
at
basketball games. Sayers
reported that although half the
Arena's 10,000 seats are
reserved for students, the
average student attendance last
year was 2,700.
Sayers said that the average
total attendance for each of the
11 games during 1979·80
basketball '!eason was 5,122. the lowest in lour years. That's
1,285 less .than last year's 13game average attendance of
6.407.

Committee
Chairwoman •.ooo in fiscal year 1980,
Shirley Friend said, "It's very brought in about $92,000.
disappointing to go tc. football
Responding to questions
games and not see the si..<tdium about the role of the newlyfilled."
appointed Ad Hoc Campus
Another lAC member, W.D.
Commission on Intercollegiate
Klimstra. said, "There is no
Athletics, Fnend said that she
historic aspect of allegiance to was told by aC"ting President
athletics here to generate en- Hiram Lesar that the lAC deals
thusiasm. We must join in a
with day-to-day activities while
collective effort t" increase the Ad Hoc Commission will
attendance at all sports."
deal with long-range goals.
Despite declines in atKlimstra said t.!lat the
tendance at football and
basketball g'lmes, Sayers question as to what lnel each
reported proceeds in both sports school can afi"JI'd to fund in. tercollegiate 4 ~bletics is being
exceeded expectations.
Sayers said the basketball raised nation..lde- He said the
team generated Si00.349.41 two advisory boards will
during the past seaSOfl. $1110,000 compliment each other and that
had been estimated in the the Ad Hoc Commission will
budgets for the fiscal yea•· clearly establish the mission of
beginning June 1. The women's intercollegiate athletics at
athletics
program
was SIUC.
allocated 1381 of that.
Women's Athletic Director
The football team took in
CharlO>tte West said that
13.357 more than had been
"soaring Arena toSts may limit
budgeted during 1979.
Sayers also reported fund- ~~~~va!~~~{ ~fna";;~iaj"'~o~
raising activities, which had
been expected to ~enerate dition.

Small-town Cf>p snags inntate
By Leanne Waxmal[
Staff Writer

An inmate at the Menard
Correctional Facility who
worked as a clerk for the
facility's garag'.! unit drove off·
from the prison at about 10 a.m.
Wednesday in a state vehicle
and was apprehended about five
hours later in a small Missouri
town near Cape Girardeau.
according
to
ME-nard
spokesperson Lawanda Cross.
Edward Charles Vargas. 36,
of Aurora. Ill., was serving a
life sentence for the murder of a
man that occurred in Kane
County in 1960. He was assigned
to the maximum security unit of

Menard when he was 16 yean: mto how Vargas obtained the
old. and was transferred to the keys to the vehicle that was
facility's honor farm from a parked inside of the garage,
medium security area Wed- according to Buch.
nesday. according to Assistant
Warden for Operations James
Vargas was apprehended in
8uch. Vargas had been tran- Risco, Mo.. which is about 75
sfered to the minimum security miles southwest of Chester
unit in September.
across the Mississippi River, by
Vargas, who was unarmed Risco's only police officer.
when he fled the facility. drove Vargas was housed in the New
off in a state-owned. blue station Madrid County Jail at
wagon after obtaining the keys Caruthersville
Wednesday
to the vehicle, 8ucb said. afternoon waiting to be tranVargas reportedly learned how sported back to Menard
to drive two weeks ago.
Thunday afternoon. Menard is
An internal investigation located just outside of Chester
team for the facility contin~ along the Illinois back of the
their investi~ation Wednesday _Mississippi River.

By Diana Penner
Staff Writer
The mother of former Mur·
physboro Police Chief Tobias
Berger testified Wednesdav
tttat her SQn's ex-wife. charged
with murdering him. had
threatened to kill him two
weeks before he was shot and
killed.
Mrs. Catherine Berger said
she heard Joyce Berger
declare. "I'm going to kill you,
Tobv." The slain man's mother
said the statement was made
July 22 at her home in Mur·
physboro.
Joyce Berger is charged with
murder in connection with the
shooting of Tobias Berger on
Aug. 8. 1979. in the home of
Larry Dunn on Melody Lane,
north of Murphysboro.
In cross-examination of Larry
Dunn. defense attorney David
Watt tried to show that Tobias
Berger had threatened Joyce
Berger.
Dunn testified that during a
co.. versation about an hour
before Berger -.vas killed,
Berger picked fuzz from a shag
rug, rolled it into halls. bl<c"W the
fuzz off a picture album and
said to Joyce Rerger and Dunn,

... You .know what I.Mt ~neana....
··• · 'Ttlll!' defenooe attorne)'S for

marriage. Grace told the jury
that after the divorce l\lr.

~~f:~t ~~~eh~d'f'~~~r;·:.~~

and no longer had a familv.
Grace said there were "in·
cidents of weapons shown by
Toby Berger to Joyce Berger
and her familv."
Dunn testified that as Tobias
Berger drove up to the Dunn
residence at about 10 p.m Aug.
8. one of Dunn's sons and one of
Mrs. Berger's sons came
running into the house and said.
"Toby's here." The boys were
apparently frightened. Dunn
said.
Dunn testified that before
Berger came into the house.
Greg Berger. Mrs. Berger's 15year-old son by a previous
marriage. brought a .38 caliber
rE'volver into the familv room
and gave it to Dunn. Dunn said
he put the guil under the couch.
Tobias Berger then entered
the house. came into the familv
room and said to Mrs. Berger.
"Yc..;:'re going home." Ac-

~~~~ ~~;''f.~~!~:.

Berger
gunn said Tobias Berger then
sat down on the couch between
Dtmn and !\Irs. lWra@r. and
alter

•n. hour·lona eonve1"'S8t1on.

Mno. Be.-ger left the room at

Joyce Berger. Watt and Charles Beraer's insistence.
Gr..e,uid they illtead to show
Pr-wa:u~ team chief Man
that Mrs. Berger acted out of Rotert, who is assistant IUinois
self-defense.
attorney general, l"harged
During the defense's opening
statements, Grace told the ~~n~u~~ c:c:n:~es:!~~e.:'.:
jurors that the "crucial issue is and Tobias Berger were alone,
whether or not, under the cir· Mrs. Berger took a .22 caliber
cumstances confronting Joyce automatic pistol out of Dunn's
Berger ... and
given
her car.
Dunn said that after he and
knowledge of past cir·
cumstances ... she acted as a Tobias Ber,er had talked for
30 mmutes. Dunn asked
about
reasonable person."
Grace said that Tobias Tobias Berger to leavo=. He said
he
had
made tile request
Berger becamed "distressed"
sometime after 1974, and that several times.
Dunn
said
that as Tobias
"sexual abuse and the most
extreme psychological abuse Berger ran toward the front
became commonplace" for door through a hallway, Mrs.
Mrs. Berger during this time. Berger came into the hallway
The Bergers were divorced in from the kitchen and cried out,
JIJDe 1979 after 13 1·2 years of
ICenda•ed 011 Page 181

Risco's on(y policeman
~ets his man, 'glad If, do it'
By Leanne Waxman
S&aff Writer

Risco, Mo.-population
500-has known Lewis Alfred
Scott as the town's only
policeman for 14 years. Scott.
57. who prefers to be called
L.A., said he apprehended
Edward Charles Vargas, as
Vargas traveled west on U.S.
Highway 62 near Risco io the
blue state-owned Chevrolet
station wagon he had taken
from the carpool at the
Menard Correctional Facility
at Chester.
"I was kind of expecti11g
fireworks but then I heard
over the radio that he didn't
have a gun. I thought he was
going to make a run for it but
he dido 't," Scott said.
"I had my revolver in one
hand, the red lights flashing
and the siren going, but be
just pulled right over when he
saw~~- He dido'~ offer any

information about himself.
But I knew who he was. He
was kind of sulky," he said.
Scott said he was told
Vargas was driving near
Risco after a Risco salesman
spotted the station wagon in
town. The salesman called
Scott as soon as he saw the
car, according to Scott, who
admitted to being a little
shaky after the incident.
"l was happy to be able to
do it. He wasn't any trouble,"
Scott said.
Patricia Scott, L.A.'s
daughter-in-law, said all of
Risco's citizens were proud of
him. But they were also glad
the escaped inmate was not
armed.
"The guy <Vargas l really
didn't ho&ve anything to live
for. L.A. could have had his
head blown off."

Multi-nationals, oil industry

Credit un,ion blocks city staff

called biggest threats to U·S·

By Ja"'~lli K-cmll:
Staff Writer

By Karen Gullo
S&aff Writer

Thf'
"common
bond"
charac. ,er of the .SIU Employee

heads and saying we should not
react because he hasn't adThe greatest threat to vocated pulling the trigger
national security is not Russian yet."
aggresssion in Afghanistan, but
"It's clear that the governthe economic interests of oil
companies and other multi- ment is preparing to start a
Meighan
said.
national corporations. ac- war."
cording to members of an anti- "Throughout U.S. history,
reinstatement of the draft has
draft organization.
Voicing opposition to the always been followed by war
reinstatement
of
draft within two years."
registration at a press conRay Lindsay, CARD faculty
ference Wednesday, members advisor, said the government
of the Coalition Against used the military to protect the
Registration and the Draft economic interests of multi·
(CARDI said the U.S. govern- national rorporations during
ment is economically exploiting the war in Viet Nam. The
Americans by creating a "false government is now trying to
crisis" in the Middle East .
refocus people's dissatisfaction
''The so called 'American in the country's economic
Interests' in the Middle East problems on a "false foreign
and the Persian Gulf are in fact crisis."

~in!:::t ~!r:-~~t~::r~~

porations who fear the loss of
their
profits,"
CARD
spokesman Matthew Meighan
told a group of reporters.
Meighan criticized President
Carter for using the draft
registration plan as a campaign
issue. He likened Carter's
support of registra!ion and
warnings against overreaction
to ·a man putting a gun to our

An anti-draft. anti-war march
and rally sponsored by CARD
was announced. The march will
begin at 12:30 p.m. at the SIU
Free Forum area and end at
Turley Park, next to the district
office of Rep. Paul Simon, DCarbondale. Meighan said the
purpose of tilt- march is to increase awareness of the antidraft movement and to express
their anti-draft stand to Simon.
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~=: ~~~:, w:e~:ers"e:·!I

nesday in an overwhelming
voice-vote refusal to admit
Carbondale city employees to
the union.
l.t the union's annual
meeting, an event that drew
only 23 members last year,
more than 300 turned out to vote
on whether the union should
extend its services to city
employees.
Opening the debate, Chairman of the Board Thomas
Brooks ~Tolained that the
question was raised in the fall of
1978 when he received a letter
from some city employees in
which they expressed a desire
to join.
One member in the audience
responded. ":rhere is no

commonality bf interests"
between SIU-C and city employees, and added. "They
would be net borrowers and not
lenders. They will not enhance
the institution, but diminish its
effectiveness."
Union employee James Sinnott
disputed the point. saying it has
not been demonstrated that city
employess wou1J borrow more
money or invest less money
than present membPrs.
City employees "are not any
different than you or I," he
added.
Brooks, professor of family
economics and management,
also spoke in favor of including
city employees, pointing out to
the group that "the staff which
approves loans would use the
same criteria to approve city
employee loans as it would for
snJ employee loans ...
Although the "idea of this
credit union rests and resides in
the idea of a common bond,

established by employment at
SIU." Brooks said the inclusion
of city employees would
nevertheless increase the
union's assets.
The crowd was not to be
persuaded.
however.
A
suggestion by Max Waldron. in
charge of advertising and
promotion, that the union increase its assets by recruiting
"the 1,800 campus employees··
who have not joined, was well·
r~ived.

With a round of applause, and
the subsequent maJOrity vote.
the crowd backed Waldron's
claim that "Our primary objective is to serve our own Sit:
employees."
Prior to the meeting, Waldron
said he thinks city employees
have expressed an interest in
joining because the union's
policy for granting loans is
more flexible and offers lowt>r
interest rates than other lending
institutions in the city.

Panel: Soviet goals short-term
By Andrew Zin11er
and Mimi Janemsll:y
Staff Wri&en

The So,·iet intervention in
Afghanistan was an isolated
move to stabilize a left-wing
regime and end a civil war, was
the common explanation of the
Soviet move presented by five
SIU-C professors in a forum
entitled "The Crisis in Southwest Asia."
William
Hardent:t>rgh.
professor of political :.cience
and an authority on Mideast
affairs said the reason the
United States should be concerned about the cun ent crisis
is most governments in the
region are susceptible to internal instability.
He made t.bese observations

during a iorum co-sponsored by Turley. commented on the
the Graduate Student Council South Asia crisis, and related it
and the Daily Egyptian Wed- to Jdobal security.
nesday at the Student Center.
He pointed out that one
"There is a real potential for
problem encountered
by the Soviets to disrupt the
Sl'veral of the Mideastern stability of the region because
governments is that there is a of
their
position
in
large percentage of foreigners Afltltanistan." he pointed out.
living in the oil-rich ootions, and
He added, though, that if the
~~n~c:nt:~s grm:fe som:~~:! United States convinces itself
population.
that this positioning is a threat
Hardenbergh speculated on to world peace, and acts on this
the future of the region. sayin~ perception, there will be a
threat to world peace. The
i':n!:~eni~~ ct~d ~~S:a"st United States is overreacting.
because her presence in he emphasized.
because
Af~hanistan may put pressure historically, threats to world
on other governments in the peace have occurred because of
troubled area.
a challenge to the status quo of
Another speaker. William S. international politics.
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U.S. Senate candidate 11ses
family Ille as campai.gn theme
Ry Jpffrey Smyth
Staff Writer

Campaign slogans. They
usually renect what a politician
thinks will motivate people.
"Whip Jnnation Now," "Lets
Get the Country Going Again,"
" .... Now More 'han Ever," are
all fan.iliar sayings of the past.
And now. "Richard Carver, a
Family Senator":
Carver, a candidate for the
Republican nomination for t: .S.
Senator from Illinois, is running
on that theme. He spoke to a
small group Tuesday evening at
the Student Center and said his
family plays an important part
in his campaign.
Carver said that being the
mavor of Peoria makes him
reaii:ze the importance of the
family and the family's needs.
·'When I talk about the family
· I'm referring to the greater
family." he said. ''This means
aunts. uncles. grandparents.
the entire family. I think that
my experiences as being mayor
of a medium-sized city has
helped me to deal with people on
a one-on-one relation. I can
relate to them on an individual
basis. If Washington and the
Senate had the same priorities
as most families. our country
would be better off."
On the issues. Carver. who is
president of the U.S. Conference
of Mavors. said he thinks the
United States must continue the
development of nuclear power
as a source of energy.
He said the United States has
the capability to reprocess
nuclear waste and that a
commercial
facility
to
reprocess most of th~ C'lt.mtry's
radioactive waste IS feas1ble
and should be built.

"W~ have the technology to
reprocess 96 percent of nuclear
waste that is produced." Carver
said. "That would leave only 4
percent to store and that would
take vt:ry little space. The cost
of such a facilitv is immaterial
because we have no choice but
to press for alternatives sources
of energy."
Carver said he favors
deregulation of the oil industry.
and in Illinois. the reduction of
state air quality standards to
national regulations so that
Illinois coal can be burned.
"Illinois coal is virtually
unatainable in this state."
Carver said. "I believe in a
clean environment but I don't
believe in keeping 20,000 Illinois
coal miners out of work."
Carver said that he would like
to see price-indexing so that the
amount of taxes people pay will
not increase with the rate of
innation.
Carver was critical of
President Carter's foreign
policy. He said the country's
allies are not backing Carter's
moves against the Soviets for
their invasion of Afghanistan
because they don't understand
Carter's motives.
He said that our abandonment
of Taiwan ''signaled to the
world just what kind of ally we
really are." Carver said t-1? feels
that the United States is naving
trouble gaining world support
against the Soviets because our
defense is not in a position of
strength.
"The president has a weak
and inconsistent foreign
policy." he said. "The grain
emba~o and the boycotting of
the Olympics shows just how
weak our options really are. The

An Extra Day
With Extra Savings!
Fdclay, February 29
get savings on
Record lar's
entire lnvenfort!!!

only way io negotiate with an
adversary is in a position of
strength. It is unfortunate but
it's true that the quickest way to
maintain the peace is to be
prepared to defend it.
"I support draft registration
and if necessary. a draft." he
said. "A person drafted should
only be required to serve a short
period of time in active service
but he should serve a long
period of time in the reserves. I
don't support women in the
draft. It's not a question of
fairness. women have the option
to enlist if they want to. They
should enlist to make a strong
defense, not out of fairness."
Carver said that he would like
to see wh&t he calls the "Peoria
program" used across the
nation. The program is a
voluntary senior
citizen
discount plan for the elderly
who are on fixed income. It
would be voluntary soo encourage businesses to give
special discounts to senior
Citizens to help reduce the innation burden on them.
Carver said he believes that
the leadership of the 1980s will
play an important role in the
future of this country. He said
he thinks that there is going to
be a lot of change around the
world in the new decade.
"Innation and world afrairs
are part of an important change
we are going to see in the future
and rm concerned about it."
Carver said. "If you pick up a
history book in ten years. you'll
find that the '80s was a tuming
point !or this country and even
the world."

£. Statee?GJVation
Diplomats taknr hostapP in f:olumbia
BOGOTA. Colombia 1 AP 1 ·Attackers believed to be leftist
guerrillas shot their way into the Dominican Republic's embassy
during a reception Wednesday. taking the U.S. ambassador_ and
other diplomats hostage. police and d1plomatJc spokesmen said. A
radio station put the number of hostages at about 30.
At lt>ast five persons outside the emba..<:sy were reported
wounded. A Bogota radio broadcast said a Colon.bian soldier was
killed.
Witnesses said about a dozen ~unJTI'!n began shooting when a
limousinP stopped in front. of the emtJassy: bringing one_ o! ~
diplomats to the celebration ot the Domm1can RepubliC s mdependence day.
U.S. Embassy spokeswoman Cindy Fox confirmed that Ambassador Diego C. Asencio. 48. was bemg held at the embassy. She
said sbe had determined he was not wounded, contrary to an
Parlier rarlio report

TlrrPP tlPatl in ;Ucurila plane C"rash
MANILA. Philippines 1AP 1 ~All but three of 135 persons aboard
were known to have survived a fire and explosion aboard a
Taiwanese jeUiner Wednesday after it landed at Manila International Airport. officials said. Seven Americans were amoog
the survivors.
The pilot said the China Air Lines Boeing 707 dived tmexpecledly
as he landed and he could not regain control.
"The plane descended too fast ... said pilot Wu Hung, 50. "I could
not lift it up. There should be no_reason for th_at.
"Somebod,· said there was f1re on the wmgs, but there are no
instruments "ror that and I didn 'I know it. ..
Airport and CAL officials _said there. was a g~ chance tbat
three i)Clssengers listed as m1ssmg survr-:ed but did not report to
rescue workers.
Airport and CAL f'ffidals _said there_was a g~ chance tbat
three passengers listed as m1ssmg surv1ved but did not report to
rescuP workers.

Ho11sP t•ommitteP dP,iPs draft funds
WASHINGTON 1 AP l - President Carter's draft registration
plan failed its first test in Congress when a H~ ~mittee
refused Wednesday to approve hmds the admtrustratJOO had
sought for the rrogram.
. .
Opponents o registration hailed the House Appropnations
subcommittee action as a serious sett.ack for the Carter ad-

mw~~~~~~~-administration officials and backers of Carter's
program predicted the president's plan will be approved in the full
Appropriations Committee at a later date.
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tz amateur's view

of a presidential race
Melc Sortal
Editorial Page Editor
S.wn~ serious thoughts and opinions on the presidential
camp•ngn:
--<rov. Jerry Brown may actually be a factor in the
Democratic race - if Kennedy draws closer to Carter. If
Brown and Kennedy get enough delegates to stop Carter
from getting a majority. Brown could wheel and deal at the
convention.
-Rep. Jobn Anderson has been joking about how all the
play he's been getting in Doonesbury cartoons has helped
him. but it's probably not the big break he needed. I Telling
:i~~ of gun folks what to do wi'!"t their toys dido 't help

-Ted Kennedy is being hurt b-1 aU the allegations of
''womaiH:hasing" made against his brothers. but an NBC
News poll came up with some interesting statements about
other things that have hurt him. When Chappaquidick is
brought up. Kennedy's popularity decreases about 5 percent. When Kennedy is identified as a "big-spending
liberal" his popularity goes down 12 percent. IThe
newsman did not say how much his popuhrity decreased
when he was identified as "'a big-spending liberal who was
at Chappaquidick."l·
So ~uch for serious thoughts about the presidential
campaign.
Trivial thoughts on the presidential campaign:
-It's OK for television people to always refer to each
candidate by his most prestigious position, but they
shouldn't make it sound like the politiclan still has the job.
\For example. "Gov." Reagan. "Awbassador" Bush.
"Goy ." Co~ally. > 1 guess it comes from the old boxing
trad1t1on tra1!'ers have of calling all thP.ir boxers "champ."
e\''!11 1f the f1ghter had lost the title.
-Everybody is spending a lot of time campaigning and
little time working. It's OK for them to miss wo;·k. though.
The only thing most of them do is hold some other public
office.
-President Carter is undefeated ,;o far. and he hasn't
even gone out and campaigned. Before Kennedv started
campaigning. he wa!. winning. Gerald Ford is doing well in
the polls. despite the fact that he has never annt..mced his
candidacy . .Meanwhile. Howard Baker is campaigning day
and mght. yet he's bombing out. Seems like the best thing
to do il' oot to camoaign. doesn't it?
- Ro=..gan said on television Tuesday night that he doesn't
know why he won by so much. Bush said he didn ~ IUJOW
why h.~ last by. so _moch .. (However, both of b"!em "happened to menhon m passmg that the lambasting ~ush got
!rom other candidates for sticking to his guns at the debate
mcade~t. ~ay have made a difference.) It was refreshing
for pohtlctans to say they didn't know something when they
act~lly did, rat~r than the otl1er way around.
-New Hampsrure ranks 41st in the nation in terms of
~P:~~i1~.!,~mall state, with few delegates. So why
I guess it's because The Gong Show is no longer on.

OOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau

CLetteiS
One shouldn't have to die to be free
When 1 turned 18 two months
ago. I felt I could look forward
to aU of the things that come
with being "of age." But now 1
am faced with one of those
things I hadn't been looking
forward to-the possibility of
the draft.
President Carter says the
Soviet
"invasion"
of
Afghanistan threatens the
United States' ·•ital interests
abroad-foreign oil-and world
peace. The Soviet Union is
picking on it's tiny, oil rich,
neighbor-s. Therefore. it's up to

does not need now is World War
lll. What the US. needs is not
another draft.
It's understandable for our
parents and ~randparents to
wonder whv we aren "t more
than proud 'to drop everything
and rush off to fight for our
country,-after all. they did.
It's just like in the 1960s when
they. "the e.~tahlishment."
couldn't unders\and why their
kids didn't want to go to Vietnam. l wond•?r if . they

them. We must rush to their aid
and fight the Russians. Given
the size of the two countries, it
would be a very long war.
I understanu that someone
must look after these smaller
countries, but what the world

and
bullets
new
overhead. Perhaps they don't
remember seeing their buddies
get blown apart by a grenade
thrown by someone who, like

..

~~:r: ~tb:'!v~~a;~~~~ =m~'= ·~~!c:.':Jholthe:

them, is just trying to stay

It's registration, not draft
We cannot roll back the clock
and experience the same events
of 10 years ago. A multitude of
changes have occurred which
make our present national
defense situation and the
Vietnam war incomparable. It's
time a Jot of people opened their
eyes to see the differences.
Few people seem to be able to
coherently
describe
the
President's decision to ~nact
selective service. President.
Carter is calling for ren..:wed
registration, not another draft.
There is a big difference between
conscription
and
registration; perhaps you
should look at the difference
between the two. You might
also note that presently. the
U.S. has 220,000 combat ready
troops, while the Soviet Union
has 1,560.000. In the event of a
war, such a mismatrit could
possibly prompt the U.S. to
resort to usin~ nuclear' weapons
.o protect its "vital interests."

This is far more dangerous than
anything we can imagine.
I don't wantto go to war. but I
understand that American
foreign policy has a purpose.
Many claim that our actions in
the Middle East are the result of
oil interests. They're right, and
petrol-politics are very deep,
indeed. The oil companies have
to import increasingly large
amounts of expei~:>i~o: l'rude
that is burned up in Ame1;can
automobileK. The oil companies, the CIA and the Dept. of
State are acting in the best
interests of miUions of
American motorists. How many
of you are one of them?
1 believe it's trre!'IOODSible to
drive a dinosaur with eight
cylinders. If you are committed
to peace then you should have
the courage to stop driving.
Those of you who aren't
humane elh'lUgh t'l sacrifice this
reckless habit should prepare
yourselves to fight.-Briaa
Scbilliag, Seaiar, Marketing

Lyrics do make sense
Mr. MacGarrigle, have you
received the latest Hush
album? I have, and I don't quitf'
agree with your critique !Feb.

5J1~Ju consider meanill§ful
lyrics to be "Lay lady lay.' or
"I've got a 396witha four on the
floor." then you have your idea&
about lyrics.
I'm sure .Mr. Peart would
take hee4 of your criticisms.
howevet; he's a tittle busy-

1
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performing perfectly at little
Midwest towns such as Chicago
and St. Louis, in front of sell-out
crowds.
Believe it or not, Ken, Mr.
Peart's lyrics do make sense. If
you would take time and sit
down and read a couple of
album sleeves of Mr. Peart's
masterpieces you would realize
that he is not "Running on
Empty."-Russ IRusb> ~lazza,
Sophomore. Arebi&ee&ur~t

alive. Maybe they just don ·1
remember the horror and
destruction.
1 have finallv made it to
f'Ollegeandenjoy it here.1 don't
wallt to have to leave and go
thousands of miles awav to
fight, with the possibility of not
returning. I'd be fighting more
to stay alive than to protect
world peace which would no
longer matter.
A lot of people will read this
and say that 1 am ungrateful for
the freedom my ancestors
fought for in all those other
wan. But they't-e wrong. 1 em
very grateful. But I don't think
it was necessary for all those
people to die just because they
wanted to be free. and I don't
think it's necessary for me to
have to die to be free either.Dark I. Bassaa, Fl'flhman.
Technical Theater

Than..l{s for the
constructive criticism
This is in response to Bob
Baileys letter in the Feb. 19 DE.
Good to hear from you! And
thanks for the constructive
criticism. Too bad you weren't
concerned enough while in
Telpro to voice your opinion-as
initiative of this kmd helps
those in charge of production
differentiate between genuinely
interested members and those
waiting to be "spoon-fed."
Your S1 dues went towards
the purchase of some very fine
audio equipment, videotapes,
video cassettes, ftlm, set design
and construction.
The public relations department and the entire Telpro
membership is very pnJUd that
19 other schools want to use
Telpro as a model. You see,
working with a national
broadcasting organization for
backing takes time. and we are
all working very hard to
complete this effort now.

The success of this studentrun production company speaks
for itself when one-sixth of the
entire radio and television
department are members.
Thanks aren't necessary,
Bob, Telpro is what yoJ make
it.-Karen
S&aawick,
Operation.<~
Manager, Telpro
Edit.or's Note: This letter tras
also signed by two other Telpro
.o!licers.

R-T conference e~phasize,s careers
background in manv areas
outside of the radio-TV
business.
"I recommend to younger
students in radio-television to
read as much as possible about
the industry:· Beedy said.
"They should get involved with
the radio station or clubs and
try to excel-become the best at
something while they are here.·'

Charitv Gould
Staff Writer

The glamour and excitement
of New 'iork City faded into 12·
hour days filled with intense
seminars and conferences for
two SIU-C seniors studying
radio and television.
David Beedy and Teri
Winking were two of 25 college
students ciMJsen to attend a
week-long International RadioTelevision Society .college
conference held in New York
Feb. 13 to 18.
"I really didn't expect the
week to be so intense,"
Winking, 21, said.
Beedy said the conference,
held at the Harrison Convention
Center on Long Island, was "a
bombardment of information."
·'There was an emphasis on
our career and how to get ahead
in our jobs," Beedy said. "It
really m101de us think where our
priorities should be."
Beedy is the student news
director of WSIU radio and
television while Winking is a
salesperson at WIDB radio.
"Honestly. f~r the whole six
days we probably got three
hours of sleep each night," said
Winking, a Springfield native.
A typical day for convention
goers be15an with breakfast at 6
a.m., seminars from 7 a.m. to
noon. and then an hour break
for lunch ..nth a guest speaker.
"Lunch was really ·a treat."
Beedy said. "One day, Charles
Osgood. a CBS news commentator, was the speaker."
Seminars started up again at
1 p.m. and ran until 6. when the
(!rOUp would break for dinner.
Then, from ~ p.m. to midnight,
seminars agatn.
Winking said conferees would
stay up until3 a.m. talking with
the coordinators of the conference. either Steve Ne11110

Beedy said the iJ,::lustry
leaders also stressed t!1at the
bottom-line in the broadcasting
business is money.
"We realized that money
makes all of the decisions in the
business. Everything is based
on selling time over the air
waves," said Bet:dy. of Des
Plaines, who had an internship
last summer at WBBM-AM. a
news radio station in Chicago.

from ABC Entertainment, or
Harry
Factor,
account
executive for ABC Sports.
The students said they were
constantly being evaluated on
everything from how they
dressed to how they asked
questions.

The 25 students were competing for 10 one--month il~
temships of their choice in any

area ol radio-TV broadcasting
in New York.
"The first thing they told us
was that our writing abilities
were terrible," said Beedy, who
worked for WCIL as an
eassh;tant news director for over
~years.

Winking said the speakers at
the conference stressed the
development of good writing
abilities, community in·
volvement and a broad

Heller leads
surprisinflly
ordered life
By Bob Thomas
t\ssociated Press Writer
For a man who writes such
wildly comical !:looks, Joseph
Heller leads a surprising wellordered existence.
He has been married to the
same wife for 30 years. He has
lived in the same Manbatt::n
apartment building for 30 years,
works out at the same Y ("I like
the monotony of indoor
jogging"). He avoids the
cocktail party circuit of literary
New York because "you have
no real conversations and form
no real friendships."
What he does mostly is
write-a'ld brillantly. "catch
22," has been recognized as the
classic novel of World War II.
Sales now number 10 million
worldwide.

"The whole conference made
l'hirteen years after the ftrst
me realize that 1 picked the fi~!d .
came
·'Something
that is right for me... said novel
Winking. who kept up with the Happened," in which Heller
hectic pace in spite of a managed to find humor in the
strep The conference also plight of parents with a
gave Beedy and Winking an retarded child. The writing
indication of how SIU-C's pace picked up. and three years
facilities compared with other later he produced ""Good as
radio-television departments of Gold," now out in paperback. It
universities "I think Dave and concerns a Jewish inteUectual
I compared on an equal basis who becomes a Nixon adviser
with the rest of the students." !chapter heading: 'Invite a Jew
Winking sa1d. "Many of the to the White House and You
students were amazed when we Make Him Your Slave").
told them about SIU-C's
"Every Jewish actor between
equipment and instructors in
the agPS of 30 and 70 wants to
the department."
play the role of Bruce Gold,"
Heller reported during his visit
Winking said she would here. "As yet it hasn't been sold
recommend
that
all
to movies because producers
sophomores in radio-TV apply ask, 'How can we adapt it'!' I
for admission to next year's know how to adapt it, and S.'J I
am going to write a treatm-.=nt.
conference.
But not the script. ::.:reen
"U they don't they are truly
writL'lg is more difficult Ulan
missing an opportunity of a
most ,vriters realize."
lifetime."
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Miclla~l Cain will appear ill &be Man:h 7, 8 ad '
llniv~rsity Theater op~r~tta .. Tbe Merry
Widow."

Operetta depicts love and passion
"'lbeMerryWidow," a worldfamaus operetta depicting the
loves, intrigues and passions of
a mythieal EuropP.an kingdom,
will conclude the 1979-1980
Univenity Thea~ season with
three performances March 7. 8

and 9.
The March 7 and 8 per-

formances are scheduled to

begin at 8 p.m. and a matinee
performance will be held at 2:30

p.m. Sunday. The operetta is
being presented by the Marjorie
Lawrence Opera Theater of the
School of Music under its new
director Teresa Stich-RandaU.
The plot of the operetta
revolves around the efforts of
the title cha':ilcter (played by
Jeanine Wagner and Iris Jones>
to recover the affections of her
former lover. Count Danilo
Cplayed by Hans Ashbaker>. in

Energy Department predicts
plenty of summer gasoline
WASHINGTON lAP\
Tilere will be plenty of gasoline
UUs summer. but American
drivers will be using less as

prices pusb toward an expected
high of $1.50 per
gallon. the EMrgy Department
is predicting.
In a 12-month outlook of tt. e
nation's energy situatiol"..
departmeut economists took a
more optimistic position on
gasoline prices than many
private analysts. who are
forecasting even steeper increases during the current
year.
Because of the higher prices
and increased automobile fuel
efficiency, the agency is
estimating Americans will use
6.8 million barrels of gasoline
daily in 19110, compar~ to 7.03
million barrels a day m 1979.
''The refining industry should
have little difficulty in meeting
this level d total requirements,

year~d

but problems in distribution
may develop in providi11g the
growing portion Jf u~lea<krf

glsoline." the report sa1d.
The report said that stocks of
gasoline are expected to be 21
mil!iiln barrels higher in March
over a year ago and thus indicate a "relatively comfortable balance of .:notor
gasoline supply and demand at
the beginning of the peak
driving season."

a mythical kingdom called
Pontevedro.
Mu.,ical Director Michael
Hanes wiD be leading a fuU
orchestra and soloists from the
School of Music o:nd Thealli~

Harry Mark Petrakis
distinguished novelist
& short story writer
tospeokot

Depart.ment.
Tickets, priced at $:1.50 for
students and $5.00 for general
admission, can be purchased at
the University Theater box
office.

John A. Logan College
on

SPC to screen
Yonnellul mot•ie
"Between Time and Timbuktu." a film written by Kurt
Vonnegut. will be shown at 7
and 9 p.m. Thursday in the
Student Center Auditorium.
Admission is $1.
In this film. Vonnegut blends
the themes of his most popular
works into a comedic (itm experience. The film is sponsored
by the Student ProgramMing
Council Films Committee.

Wednesday, March 5
JO:OOo.m.
in John A. logon Gymnosiutn
For addifionol information concerning the
presentation by Petrolcls. write, visit or coli
John A. Logan College
Corhlntille. IL
985-3741 tK 549-7335. Ex. 365

The report predicted the price
for regular leaded gasoline at
full-service stations could be as
hiah as.$1.52 by the end of 1980.

VARSITY

The American Autemobile
Association said its latest spot
check on priees showed
motorists are already paying an
average of $1.21 a gallon for
regular. Some industry anal•"Sts
have said regular will climb to
$1.&1 by the end of the year,
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By linivll'rsity News Service
Imagine an immunization
that could prevent women from
gf'tting pregnant the same way
other prevent typhoid. diptheria
or smallpox.
Or .me that could help
childless women get pregnant.
Scientists at SIU-C think these
ideas are more than futuristic
fantasies, and they're exploring
the microscopic world of spt:rm
and ova to try to turn
speculation into reality.
Research team members
said. an immunization that
might replace the pill or other
birth control methods is
somewhere in the future. But
they think they're well on the
wc~y to understanding how the
structure of sperm affects the
way it functions during fertilization. This information is
vital to any future modification
of the fertilization process.
"The major purpose of the
research is to get enough basic
information so we ca01
rationally propose better
methods of fertility control,
both pro-fertility and antifertility."
sa!d
Matthew
Freund.
a
reproductive
physiologist on the research
team.
One result of thPir work has
been the isolation of three
membranes which encase individual sperm. It's the first
time these membranes have
bt:en separated and identified.
team members said.
Team
leader
Rudolph
Peterson, professor in the
School o' Medicine, thinks
immunization with antibodies
holds great promise for. contraception.
"The ideal contraceptive
would be something with no side
effects and with a very rapid
onset uf action," Peterson said.
"It also sOOuld be reversible.

"lmmunization is one route that

Coming Soon:
The SPC Fine Arts Committee
wiU be presenting an art &
photo purchase award
competition and exhibition
From April7-11
For further info. call:
Roger Jinks at
453-3636

Photo by Lonnie R-11

Roar spermatazoa wriggle to binding positioos on the outer layer of
a single sow ~ig egg. a reproductive phenomenon being studied in
fertility sludies at Slli-C. The scanning electron microscope shot
magniraes the scene 5,000 times.
we ought to explore ex- could be treated," he said.
tensively."
The scientists are using
Freund said understanding sperm and ova from swine in
the part antibodies play in the their research. mainly because
fertilization process also could swine are available for study
be a boon to women who want to through the Department of
get pregnant, but can't.
Animal Industries and because
"It's possible some of these boars and t~s produce large
women have a

natural inl-

munitf to male sperm whicb

mnnben of 11penn and ova lor

stuoy.

·

Arena Promotions Presents
Thurs., Feb 28
7,8, & 9pm
50c admission is nothing to fight over

SPC FILMS.

(@HARLEM

GlODETPOTTERS
In penon! •

BETWEEN TIME
AND TIMBUKTU

Plus
Flrefall

A Space Fantasy
Written By

Monday March 3
7:30p.m.

See Joe Cunningham
(ex-Globe Trotter}
at the Student
Center Taday at
11:30-12:15

Weclnesclay

Good seats
available
Tickets Only

March5
7:30p.m.
Tickets: $6.50, $5.50, $4.50
$2.00 discount for SIU students
Children 12& un«fer
Tickets dvailable at the Arena
Special Tickets Office, Student Cenier
and all Arena Outlets

$6.50

*

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 • ....

KURT VONNEGUT
Blends th& ideos

..... _. ...._ ..........

DESPAIR

By
Rainer Werner Fassbinder
starring
Dirk Bogarde, Andrea Ferreol

Sunclay, March 2ncl

...... IIU ·&~o~•'114._
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Law restricting petition-gathering
may htirt drive to cut Hottse size
SPRINGFIELD IAPl - A
citizens' drive to slash the size
of the IllinOis Hoose has been
jeopardized by a new law
restricting petition-gaihering
efforts. and implementation of
the ~w sllould be delaved. the
state Board of Elections was
told.
Representatives of the
c-Iitioo for Political Honesty
and tbe League of Women
Voters of Illinois urged the
eight-member board not to
apply the requiremt>nts of the
new law to their drive to cut the
House from 177 members to 118.

"I don't think the law was

p.·-;sed in good

faith ... it was

passt>d to paralyze and
sabotage our petition drive."
Patrick Quirtn, executive
di~tor of the coalition, told the
board during a five-hour
hearing on the issue.
The nt>w restrictions on
citizer.' petition gathering were
passed by the Legislature
during last year's spring
session and signe1 into law by
C.ov. James R. Thompson on
Aug 11.
But Quinn l(•ld the board his
petiti')!l drive to redut.~ the
Hm.se's size began Jan. I,
1979-long before the law took
effect. lie said it was too late to
go back and re-collect the
thousands of petition signatures

Reagan primar.Y t•ictor.y
attributed to consert'atisnl
NEW YORK (APl - New
Reagan won the votes of :IS
Hampshire Republicans gave
percent of those New HampRonald Reagan his victory shire Republicans who call
because be sbares their conthemselves conservatives. Bush
servative philosophy and their got 22 percent of their ballots
stands on key issues, an
while Tennessee Sen. Howard
Baker received II percent. The
Associated Press-NBC News
poll said.
. rest were scattered among
Presidertt Carter defeated his
other candidates.
~ts in the Democratic
Rep. John Anderson, who was
presidential primary ~au."e
New Hampshire voters said fighting Baker for third place,
mana!!ed
his substantial
Americans should stand bv
tbeir presider;t in times of crisis showing by doing extremely
well
among
the
small group of
and because they just couldn't
vote for Sen. Edward Kennedy liberal Republicans in New
Hampshi"e
and
by making a
and California Gov. Edmund G.
Brown Jr., the poll of favorable impression duriog the
televised
debate
amoog tJ;e
Democratic voters said.
Tbt> AP-NBC News poll!ii are GOP candidates.
based on inteviews conducted
But it was amortg the
outside polling places across
moderate GOP voters that
New Hampshire with nearlv
Reagan did what he had to do to
1.1110 Republicans and 1,200
defeat Busb.
~\.''\.

~~ c

already g;,thered before the
new law.
"Tho:y attempted to change
t!ie rules of a petition drive in

the middl~ of the game," Quinn
complained. urging the board
not to apply requirem,..nts of the
new law to any petition drive
already under way before the
law took effect

Quinn said in an interview
that his group has gathered
about 183,000 of the 252,000
petition signatures needed to
place on the November ballot a
v•·oposed constitutional
am'!ndment slashing the House
by Oi1e third.
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Carbondale's True All Star Band is

ZOOM CONTROL ~,
~
Featuring from
~~};
@ Dr. Bombay: Calos on Congas and Mike on Trumpet&
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Vision: Robbie on Guitar

~~ Mercy~ Joe on Keyboards and Buddy on Soxes
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and Flutes
r.~ Reel to Reel: Eric on drums
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NASA speaker
featured guest
at symposium

CARRIES

By University

Ne11WI Service
Donald L. DeVicenzi of the
National Aeronautics and Soace
Administration will be one of

~Rapid

~~u!fe1i~~'! ~~~i~ ~~~':;!

U'

and Humanities Symposium
March 27-29.
DeVincenzi will speak on
NASA's Viking and Pioneer
space probes. Also on the
program is Robert Zitter.
professor of physics and
astronomy, who wiD discuss the
ideas of Albert Einstein.
The sympostum, sponsored
by SIU..C and the U.S. Army,
in
will Pmphasize research
science, engineermg and
mathematics. The symposium's
major focus will be the
pre<rentation of research papers
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Final Reduction Sale
Last3 Days
of our Moving Sole
Thursday-Friday-Saturday Feb. 28-March J
At Zwicks shoes we ore making our final preparation to move to our
new location. Our remaining winter stock will be sacrificed at fantastic savings to you. We invite all our customers to come in and
selec1 from your favorite brand names always found at Zwicks.
Ladies Rocked

Ladies

Ladies Hand Sags

Sale Shoes
1 7, J l 0

Danskin Leotards

60% off

20% to 50% off

10-50% off

SJ2& SJS
Ladies

Selected Group of

Sale Boots

ladies & Men's
Soots, Winter
Shoes & C!ogs

70%
Ponderosa is having a fabulous fish fry.
For just $2. 99, you can enjoy all the fish fillets,
baked potatoes, or french fries you can eat ...
plus our All-You-Can-Eat salad bar and warm
roll with butter. Catch this outstanding value
at Ponderosa.

I

In K-Mort Plaza
across from
University Moll
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Men's Lorge B LGdies Med

Leather Vests
$90

value

All Sacks

$4500

20% cJff

off
ladies

Men's lbclced

Danskin Skirts

Sale S~.oes

$600

~trieks51t•tes

702 &.Ill. 0-;):30 ntnn-sat
All SALES FINAL

•
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Study yields
400-item list
of teratogens
Bv l'nlnnltv N~Wll Servlc:~
·A guide that lists more than
400 chemicals that cause birth
defects in children b-Jrn to
mothers exposed to them has
been compiled by an SlU-e
researcher.
The entries range from
common household cleaning
flu1ds and laboratory solvents to
pesticides and certain an·
tibiotics.
According to Vera Kolb
Meyers, who authored the
guide. it is probably the only
guide to teratogenic chemicais
lwhich cause birth defects) in
existence.
Meyers, visiting instructor
with the School ~f Medicine.
became interested in the
hazards
of
teratogenic
chemicals when a pregnant
student asked her for a list of
chemicals she should avoid.
Inquiries to federal agencies
and the American Chemical
Society's safety section drew
blanks. So Meyers decided to
compi'e a list herself.
A computer search of an
exhaustive list of toxic
chemicals published by the
National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health
produced the 400-item list. But
that SQ(ved only part of the
probler,,
"Research chemists make
new chemicals every day in the
laboratory." Meyers said. "and
nob.xly knows whether or not
they are teratogenic."
Testing all these chemicals
for birth defect danger would be
difficult and expensive, Meyer
said. And not all teratogenic
chemicals are caught by the
animal tests used to screen for
danger.
She said that one of the most
potent teratogens known-the
tranquilizer
thalidomide--,didn't show up as daneduring such tests.
So she analyzed the known
and suspected teratogens and
added a descripllon of chemical
structures which s~m to be
associated with buth defect
danger.
"The birth of a tf'~a!ogenic is
really ratt-er r::.re, so this is
something we l:ave very little
data on ... she said. "But the
small num~r of confirmed
birth defl'l!ts due to teratogens
rtoesn"l mean it's not a
probiP<n."
M~n) teratr,genic compounds
callse malformation of fetuses
~tl a stage in ~egnancy when a
woman doesn't know she is
The
pregnant, Meyer said.
resulting miscarriage or
spontaneous abortion of the
nuo!formed fetus often isn"•
even a10ticed.
Meyers hopes her work will
result in warning posters for all
laboratories and a widelyavailable handbook about the
chemicals. She is planning a
sene.. of lectures on teratogens
and related issues.

~tivities
SIU Cycling Club. meeting. 7:30
p.m., Qu1gley 202.
Child Welfare Training Grant,
meeting. 9 a.m. to 4 p.m .•
Missouri Room.
SPC film. "Between Time and
Timubuktu." 7 and 9 p.m .•
Student Center Auditorium.
Marine Mammal Society film.
"Whales. Can They Be Saved."
7·30 p.m., Life Science II 450.
Asian Studies Association. slide and
lecture on South Korea, 8 p.m .•
Renaissance Room.
Jogging and athletic injuries
workshop. 8 p.m .. Recreation
Building 158.
National Association of Social
Workers. meeting. 6 p.m .. Ohio
Room.
Ballroom and Folk dance. 6:30
p.m .• Roman Room.
Student Government Campus
Judicial Board, meeting. 6:30
p.m .. Kaskaskia Room.
Sot.~them Illinois Collegiate Sailing
l:lub. meeting and shore school. 9
p.m., Lawson 23t.
Policy and Space Committee.
meeting, 4 p.m., Iroquois Room.
Society for Creative Anachronism,
meeting, 7 p.m., Iroquois Room.
College Democrats, meeting. 7
p.m .• Illinois Room.
Christian Science Organization,
mel!'ting, 7 p.m., Sangamon
'Room.
S?C, meeting. 6 p.m., Saline Room.
Alpha Angels dance, 8 p.m., Bil
Muddy Room.
Marlleiing Club. meeting, 7 p.m.,
Activity Rooms A and B.
C.A.R.D., meeting, 8:30 p.m.,
Activity Room B.

AHMED'S c.-,-a

FANTASTIC a:':s."r'
FALAFIL · •· ~

FACTORY~;
9015.111 . .._.....
the

"""'' 10c30om-3:am
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----------·

11.7t

,,. OH on •II•IMiwW..
OHeF not -n.a
on
.-c..la

..,_.ly
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1
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Mtft Pur<ha\>tt$1 3t
St'f., ......... .,~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .- . . . . . . ~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _. .. ¥·"'f

Organization
of
Student
Development. meeting. I p.m ..
Activity ltoom C.
Student International Meditation
Socil!'ty. meeting, 7 p.m .• Activity
Room D.
Alpha Eta Rho. meeting. 7:30p.m ..
Activity Room C.
Muslim Student Organization.
meeting, noon. Activity Room B.
Southern Theater Guild. meeting. 7
p.m .• Missouri Room.
Beta Alpha Psi. meeting. 7:30p.m.,
Mississippi Room.
Pre-Med and Pre-Dental Society.
meeting. 7 p.m., Mackinaw
Room.
Arnold Air Society. meeting. 3 p.m ..
Sangamon Room.
IPIRG. meeting. 8:30 p.m .•
Sangamon Room.
Alpha Zeta, Ralston Purina
Representative.
3
p.m ..
Agriculture Building 209.

H:\ZARDOliS W.\STES
WASHINGTON lAP) - The
government, spurred into action by the disaster at Love
Canal. has issued new rules to
transform how this country
handles the 57 million tons of
hazardous wastes it produces
annually.
The new regulations will cost
American industry billions of
dl>!lars, but the coaJDtry will pay
1m even greater cost in terms of
h:~man suffering if chemical
dump operations are not
regulated, Douglas Costle of the
Environmental
Protection
Agency.

Mr. Nalural Says:
In celebration of St. Patrick's Day
and Spring

5 %off sprouts
10 %off mung beans
Start your garden
the minute you
walk in our doorll
THE Ot>;EST & MOST COMPLETE
NA TUIAl FOOO STOlE IN THE AlEA

ldR. NATURAL FOOD STORE
102 E. jackson
l')pen 9·6 Mon-Sat

549-5041
ll-5 Sun

CRISTAUDO'S FLIGHT RESTAURANT
Located between Carbondale & Murphysboro
at the Southern Illinois Airport
549-8522

Open7daysa
week for breakfast
or lunch!
All sandwiches ore
served on our own homemade
breads-serving everything
frorT steak sandwiches to
ome•ets .

Featuring Sunday
Brunch 10:30-2:00
Private Room
available for
luncheon meetings

..:1e con also accommodate your everting affairs
frorr· weddings, receptions to special banquetsin on atmosphere unmatched in Southern Illinois

T:\KE \"OUR PICK-Children in til• RainiJow's
End pre-school lab ~r over some of t~H! books
being distributed free of charge as part of tile
"Reading is Fundamental" program. The books
were placm on a cot. and each child was allowm
to choose one to keep. ·Over s.eeo paperiJack

~t}Aaroc

/Fi.ASH
9

•

Regular 100A. Student Discount
ALL MALE DISCO SHOW

I NIGHTS ONLY

..........

2 SPECTACULAR SHOWS NIGHTLY

t•SHOWI:.P.M.

...............

T-., W..._. n-.. ·LADIES ONLY UNTIL 11:JI

~:,~~~&..r.v-..-nr
,..........

........

,.~

.... -..._,_..........
.__._....._..
......._

!'It

If you don't have a Stiles Student Di.scount
Card, we'll be glad to give you one •.. just
ask!

PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

STIIJEI

Office Equipment, Inc. Carbondale
I

~~~•DNft.w~~~~~~~."~j•".!f~IWIM~IIiiWIWi~iljill~rj'iMii~n~n~oiiniEiaisitil~laii·n~~4&7~~1~i377
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ONLY

SALE ENDS
SAT. MARCHI
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facility.
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£08 equalrrer boo'5fer S bond tone control\ foder
aod powerful 22 watt per channel power ampM•&f

cclarion

······•a••

CASSITTI ltLAYia

.~~$··
You II ~ amazed ot th• super 'SOund quollt, of •h•s
under-da'ih Clor'on Compact yet powerful

•....
•••cs

$299

&
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Students given tips on tax filing
By Shelley Davis
News Editor

Ever since 1913 when the 16th
Amendment established the
federal income tax. people have
been trying to determine ways
to keep their hard-earned cash
out of the clutches of Uncle
Sam's Internal Revenue Service.
Students, most of whom are
on fixed incomes, are no exceptions. Brenda Mason,
district manager of H 1: R
Block. a tax return prep.aration
service, said there are several
things students should be aware
of when trying to meet that
April 15 filing deadline.
First of all. changes in the tax
law will mean that fewer people
will be required to file an income tax return. The minimum
income has been raised to $3,300
for a single person and $5,400
combined income for married
couples.
This means. if your income
for the year is less then these

amounts, you do not have to pay
taxes. However, if you are
expecting a refund from the
IRS, a return must be filed. As
Mason pointed out, "IThe IRS)
will keep your money forever if
you don't ask for it."
Although loans for school
expenses can not be deducted
on income tax forms, interest
on loans can be itemized.
However, a single persQD needs
a minimum of $2,300 in itemized
deductions lsuch as medical
and dental expenses~ in order to
claim loan interest.
A married couple filing
jointly needs a minimum of
53.«10 in itemized deductions.
Other school expenses can
also be deducted, Mason said, if
you are a professional who has
returned to school to improve
your skills. Lab fees, general
fees, ant cost of books, transportation.
mileage and
seminars can aU be deducted.
Again, you must first meet
the minimum
deduction

Thursday's Puzzle
ACROSS
1Wounds
&Scour
11 Stroke
14Y-.s
15Fn..t
16 t.Mgebinl
11Exilllel
19Puton
20Vapor
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42Tumbler
43W-.ng
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46 Pf!rmeated
48 Matrox
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Genoa
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5 Fast plane:
Abbr.
6 Towe7Stutt
8Herbgenus
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52 Smut
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Wednesday's Pozzte SoiWid

neme

22Aicloo e.g
24 RavloJI

...

S81nt. L8b. OrQ
57 Dr8gon killer•

l

I

•

G

E D D A

25 Clumsy boat 42 .. _Bias ..
44Trot
26 Network
45 Bell
27 Instrument
46 Cllemtcal
Sullix
compound
28 Jason's
47TOGH>
29Color:

sh.,

~30Angle
31RtdicUies
3JScheme
35 Formerly

36 Supervisor
38Aiumnus
39Ce-tut
41 LOCks

4850 Muck

51 Shorlly

requirements.
Likewise, the cost of serving
internships can be deductond if
the internship is required for
your major. You must file a
long form, Form 1040, and
attach a statement explaining

!~~t~=hi~ t:J..r:~i~~=

not taxed, so the tax is shown 10s
zero.
Mason said problems with
internship claims usually don't
develop. However, if the IRS
rejects your claim, an audit
must be arranged. She added a
letter from the dean is usually
sufficient to substantiate the
claim.
For married students with
children, there are several tax
breaL. to be aware of. One is
the earned income credit, a
refundable credit based on
income. Persons can qualify for
this if they make up to $10,000.
Since the maximum income
was raised from $8.000 this
year, Mason said more people
who are "inbetween" can now
qualify for earned income
credit.
Unmarried women with
chiklren can also receive this
tax break if they are heads-dhousehold To qualify for headof-household, you must have a
dependent and contribute at
least 50 percent to the maintaining a home.
Mason sa1d even if the woman
is divorced and receives chikl
payments, she can qualify for
the earned income credit if she
pr.,vides 50 percent to the
child's care.
Twenty percent of babysitting
expense!i can also tM- rt't:ou~J
""~ incol;ae tax returns. No
minimum deduction is needed,
h.lt Form 1040 must be wed to
claim this credit

THE
FLOWER
BOX
Murdal• S
in Center • Carbondale
THE

HUNTER BOYS
Freight Salvage Stores

Lufkin 12 h. measuring tapes••••• $3.41
Tampax, box of 41 supers••••••••• $1.51
Great Neck mitre saw•••••••••••• $3.95
Ronco glass froster ••••••••••••••• $3.,W
Champion trlpocl archery set,
for I yrs. & oicier•••••••••••••
$7.95
Fruit of the Loom pocket teeshlrts$1.69
1 1 1

AnENTION

~V•bal

54 Leer
55 Far: Prefix

58Raonbow
59 Sixth sense:
Abbr.

Dr. Jarr.esM. Houtewortto. D.D.S.
has ioc:ated at 1225 East Grend.
C.rbondele. Illinois
Mid
is now~ new dental

------patif!nts.

Phone 457-m1

I-S Dolly
Cl.oset1Sun4ay

Ton

315 S. Illinois
529-3217

CainpusBriefs

10c Beers

The EAZ-N Coffedlouse will feature bluegrass and
Appalachian Mountain mWiic by The Rustedtoe Mudthumpe-'5 and the Pyles Ford Creeken Friday night at the
Wesley Foundation Building, 816 S. illinois Ave.
The Southern IDinois Canoe and Kayak Club wiD have a
workshop in the skills of whitewater canoeing and
kayaking at 9a.m. Sunday at the Recreation Building Pool.

Dt>lta Upsilon will be giving away yellow arm bands in
support of the release of the hostages held in the t: .S.
embassy in Iran from 9a.m. to3p.m.•Thursday and fo'riday
at a table in the Sludent Center.

2.JIC.....

WEDSL'SEDSELS
The Nostalgia Group 1957 Wished It Hadl

ID ntisuse, ex~us~s increase
buyer leaving, never to return.
"Another good one," he
If variety b the spice of life. continued. "is 'You know me.
then liquor store clerks must I'm in here all the lime.' When
lead very spicy lives.
someone says that. we just have
Upping the legal drinking age to say, "Sorry, 1 don't know
to 21 has left Carbonate with a you."
McDarron estimated that
larger group of minors.
However. the rise has not approximately 65 percent of
lessened their efforts to obtain customers who are asked for an
liqour. The rise in the drinking I.D. turn out to be underage.
Accordinll to Chris Talarico,
age has also increased the
number and kinds of excuses of TJ's Liqours, 1224 W. Main
would-be buyers give for St., some prospective pur
lacking the proper iden- chasers get vtclent when tlv:y
discover they ca.1r10t bE' ser.ed.
tification.
"One guy c.~m<! in her~ this
"We get excuses from the
silliest to the most cunning for week and didn t have 110 I.D .. "
not having any J.D.," said Talarico said. "Wher. I told him
Fotif\10 Karajiannis of Pinch I couldn't serve him. he st::rteil
PeMy Liqours, 605 E. Grand ~reaming, 'Whal. do you mean
Ave. "One guy told me they you can't serve rne.' "
T;darico PSti•:tated that about
made a mistake on his I. D. and
he was really 21. Mc.ny people one-ihirrl of those who are
say they are from out-of-state carded turn out to be underage.
and didn't realize that lllinois'
Craig Hag.~n of Picks Liquors
drinking age is 21."
i"l the Lews Park Mall. exCharlie
McDarron,
of plained that student idenEastgate Liquor Mart. Ear.t tification cards are no longer
Gate Shopping Center. said that acceptable because of the
he is often told. ''lleft my J.D. in number of people who alter
the car,'' with the prospective them.

By BrK~ Simmons
Stud~n& \\'ri~r

In order

to better
serve our
customers, we
ave extended our
hours on
Tuesday thru Thursday
from 9:00am-8:00pm

'This makes some problems
bt1:ause there are people who
d1n't drive,'' Hagen said. "The
Nher night a guy came in here
wanting to buy a six-pack. He
,,aid that his roommilte called
;rom work and asked him to go
buy a six-pack for him because
he forgot to bring his J.D. to
work with him."
Bruce Steppig. who is employed by Second f'hance. 213 E.
Main St., gets his share of the
confusion also.
"I carded a guy the other
ni!Utt." he began. "who said
that he put his I. D. on his desk in
his room and the next time he
looked. it was gone." Steppig
did not let him in.
It seems that females have a
built-in ·device for explaining
why ;,.Jey can buy li'juor-their
hair.
"Many times a girl will show
me her I.D., and it is obvious
that she is not the same person
shown in the picture." Hagen
said. "When I ask her abotJt her
hair. she'll say, 'Oh. 1 just dyed
it' or 'I just got a perm.' "
Hagen turns them down.

THE HAIR LAB
Mon. 9-5

1'............

f
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empty elevators.
The operators are on the
payroll of Secretary of State
Alan J. Dixon. whose office
manages the Capitol complex.
Dixon says it's not a rr.::~~~·r of
p:atronage, and not a waste of
money.
"We used to have 30
I operator..: ... l've reduced it to
12,'', said Dixon, who took over
as secretary of state in
January. 1977. One of the 13
operators on the payroll last
year left and has not been
replaced. the records show. And
Dixon said two more would not
be replaced when they retire
shortly.
Gene
Grave..
Dixon's
director of physical services,
said one reason for the
operators is that lawmakers at

~~ie~f!~~!~~t:l'e~~!"rs ~~

~

lOc Drafts
50~

year.
And
Graves
acknowledges that "when the
Legislature is not in session, we
will be overstaffed."
Elevator operators inr.erviewed by the AP were
generally rel-Jctant to talk
ahout their work. but two said
they regarded the positions as
patronage jobs. They said they
were not forced to contribute to
political campaigns to keep
their jobs, but one said "you
know vou have to "

Speed rails
WITH MUSIC BY

NICKELS
$3.00 cover/$2.00 for ladies

s:a ... cover

213 E. Main

FINAL DAYS
\

Prices Slashed On

speed :.•p the service. Graves
said that legislators "understandably become upset" if
they have to •vait too long for
automatic elevate:-;;. ·
Legislators. however. were in
se5$i2P...9!11Y about 100 days !ast

Mens Clothing
Save

FOR ALL YOUR KEGGERS

457-2523

·SEClffi~

State taxpayers employing twelve
to operate 12 automatic elevators
Bv Terri Colbv
A..~sociated Press Writer
Illinois taxpayers are paying
more than $100.000 a year to
employ a dozen perM~ns to
oper!l~e what are esst>ntiall)
automatic elevators in the state
Capitol complex. an Associated
Press investigation found.
State records show that 13
state employees were paid
$114.548 last year to help
operate the 12 elevators in the
Capitol and the nearby Stratton
Office Building, all but one of
which are automatic.
When the operators are not on
duty, citizens and officials
manage to get from floor to
floor by pushing their own
buttons. and exiting or entering
through -loors that open by
themselves.
In fact, elevators sometimes
are unstaffed during the week
when operators have the day
off, or are on lunch breaks. But,
sometimes on Saturdays and
Sundays. when virtually no one
is in the Capitol. operators can
be seen on duty. staring
vacantly out the doon• of their

Fri. 9-6
Sot. 9-5

'I IS S. u.awenlty

up

to

75 /0 °
0/_

ff

reg~.J1ar
pr1ce

Tinte is Lintited

CALL YOU• CAMPUS .IPS
fOitOlY ANDKHLITL

only
;

~

~··

3
Days to Shop
THE

•inuten~an
for men's clothing
700 S. Illinois Ave. Carbondale
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!filree or Four Days-a cents

pt'l"

w~.e~r:~ine Davs-7 cents per
w~~ ~d~neteen. Days-6 cents
per word, per day.
Twenty or More Days-5 r.er.ts per
worJ. per day.
15 Word MialmaB:

m!.~e:~rw~!~'::e?.~'a!~ft~e!:J~~

t~lWalr! ~skill@ ' 38&=~ ~~~~'ln:mJ':~~u1:~~~ti.~}
4891 after &pm.

3714Ae1117
1971, 12x45 MOBILE home. Wood

1971 VW BUf! 100 miles on rebuilt

I!'h~!~~\.~-~~~res.

30

m~::Oo7

:=:!::!~~=~=:: JJ.-3~67~rs.

1966 VW CAMPER. Needs new
engine. CaU 437-5109 or 549-0451.
B3902Aa108

31178Ae106

Miscellaneous

'74 COUPE DEVILLE, white, new
alternator, new front tires. com-

BUY AND SELL used furniture

~~:~~!. liJ:~'fi.S~~Iu:.!

:,Y3~~~~::~iderWe~~~~

1976 CHEVY PICKUP • Big 10

TYPEWRITERS, SCM ELECTRK'S. new and used. Irwin
Typt·writer Exchange, 1101 North

529-2096. call after apm. 31196Aa1117

~~~~~~~ ~aetn.~

students. Mention ad. "'• mile west
ol l-57. Marion.
83a36Afll17

sell - Leaving Country. Jeff 4575166 after 6pm.
3899Aa109

Electronics

!~~~~1\i!r:~ :!~a~r~=t

FORSAU

1974 Mercury Comet 4dr.
6cyl .. out. Economical.
1975 Plymouth Scamp 2dr.
Sedan. 6cyl.. out .. p.s.. Good
runner.
1976 8210 Datsun 4dr. ~ut.
om radio. Clean inside and
out.
19n Hondo Civic 4cyl.. 4spd.
om radio. Priced tu sell.
19n Datsun 710 2dr. 4cyl.
Economical to buy ond drive.

SALVAGE
Wreckecf or Disabled Cors
& Trucks
ISotteries e Radiators
Engines • Transmissions
•Best Prices Now•

KARSTEN AUTO
'.lECYCLINc:; COIItP.
N. New Era Rood Cilrbondole
. 457-o.t21
457-6319

I

I

\
I

I .

Nalder Stereo
NEED WHEELS?

1978 DODGE 1• ton uickup, 4-wheel
drive, automallc·, atr, power
steen~~& and brakes, :n.oae mile&.
$4500 or best offer. Call M!F/291
after 5:00p.m.
3715Aalll

1966 OLDSMOBtU: DYNAMll: 88.
Power steerml!. PQwer brakes. AC.

~r!~l(' !~Y::e~Tna~~~~~afM~~tt
~~:if~~t LtM3.~fonRa~Rap~~:

~"Jar ~~~c:'!tJlc:~~~i;~:

529-1537.

37119Aa108

715 So. University
on the island
close to campus

CHECK OUT OUR
TRANSPOIITATION
SPECIALS

See these and more at
Epps DATSUN,Eost Rt. 13
at Lake Rood
.S7-2115
457-21M

C..i\ ~~-

oOd

Factory original
cartridges and replacement stylii by

Audio Technica
StantoR
Son us
Shure

A.c.

1111 i. .... ·c-....
IJt-21•
Slt-21•1

GARRARD 4:M TURNTABLE.
Pana.'ICinic 4-channel receiver. two
'Panasonic speakers. Good condition. $100. 549-1433.
3845Ag108

I

DID YOU KNOW •••
TMMuslc•o•
and
1twAUIII• .........l

1971 CHRYSLER NEWPORT.

J:.::~~a:sb=~i::!i.

Best offer. 437·5019 after ~:00.
.
3802Aa109
1979 RENAULT '"LE CAR"
Deluxe. fully loaded. Call 529-1191
oc 453-225,, ask fOI" Hassan. Leave
Message.
31147Aa1117
,

______

1971 GREMLL"<<, 6

<"Vlinder stick

~M,~ gas mileage. =A~~

8

*HITACHI SIRIOCDW.DNIN1rsl

3910Aall0

, ' 1973 CHEVY "z ton pickup,
dependable, many extras, S1850.
Also 1978. Volare wagon, 6 cyl. 4
speed over:drive,_~~ p.s. a.~.
:~~~-ndtuon. 5UUU ~1AaUO
'74

GREMLIN-EXCELLENT

:e=:::'=.:S.~ ~~~-=
KARCO
K•nten Auto -.cyc11...

eo.

Guaranteed
Recycl... Auto Parts
Foreign • Domestic
Fr- Parts Locating e 5 States
N. New ~ro Rood Carbondcle
451·0421
457-6319

Charcool gr_,lls
ANOYH
VERY CLOSE TO CAMPU!o
For Information stop by.

~ NOIKI!9" 110UCY
*MUSIC MAN AfMlLIFJIIIS

. . . . . . . . HEADPHONES

•NAGA'IIIONICS CAIIIIIIDGIS
•ca.• HI Fl COMPONINTS

Motorcycles

Come in ond see why -·re gelti"9IO
"known as the ••orelhol fills oil of
your need• for musiC.

1976 KAWASAKI F.li401J. excellent
condition. S800 or best offer. must
sell. 549-8354.
3860Ac 106

Good condition or
needing repair .

TheAullo......,_._,......
. . . . . . . . . . . .12

l

Uti. Illinois""·
ocros' from the troil'l stonon

(....-

~~~~B:ea~~;r=~et:~
neighborhood. Phone443-2601.

MolllleHomes
Now,..... Cont,...
ForSumlnet'&Foll
Semeeten
Aportments
Efficiency
Fall
Summer
Apts.
S 135
$95
1 Bdrm
$180
$125
$250
$180
2 Bdrm
2 Bdrm Mobile Homes
10x50
$110
$80
12x50
$125
$90
12x52
$130
$95
12x60
$160
$110
All locations ore furnished.
A. C., Some llfilities Furnished

~u'i~!fi':.i.o~iJ.ou~~~~~:.;~

con·
mMg131l

No Pets

Page 14. Dally Egyptian, February 28. 1980

NICE 2 BEDR00:\1 Apartment for
sublease. All electric. a1r. carpeted. Pets allowed. Rent
..egotiable. 549-4986.
3857Ball17

Pets & Sup pile&

~~':t~~~~ u~i~:1~nf~h!'£h!~

conditioned. $200.

Come in for a free demons

11K Apple II snts
IWNOISCDIMIU'IaMMI
. . . . . rentelel......
11'MW.MA-.
~le-

Jft.• .,...

T: V~- 19 INCH Portable, exceuent
COIIClltioll. $45. Call529-1271.
3891Agl117

STER

Call54~5053.

3R65Ba1015

GARDEN PARk
ACRESAPTS.

Camaras

Special Summer Rat. .
2bdrmAptll
S350 for term
If application receivecl by
31 J/80. After March 1
regular rote. Swimmi~g
pooi&A.C.

~~~~~"&t~ft~rl:!i~~~f'·
3838Aj106

MAMIYA C330F. BOmm, SSmm WA, Gossen Luna Pro meter w·sPQI

t·~;,~:n~'na~~~ ~~~~ l..~
days, 2-12·1505 evenings. 3883Ajl08

Sporting Goocla

.__ _,...._•_•_ _....
1

PYTHON. 2"z inl'il. new. in the
box. Must have F.O.I.D. card. $350.
437-8101.
3892Ak1117

NICE
1-BEDR00!\1,
FUR·
NISHED. wrpet. air. good rate>,
watt'!" Ulcludeil no pets. 457·5803
437-4954.
3922Ba12SC
1\'URPHYSBORO, VERY NICE 2
~droom, S'l15 per mooth. 529-2694

1978 DODGE 8200 Window Van.

~~8~~~rl:fr~~\e5te~:O !~·

captain chairs, table. ice box:
couch. folds tor bunk, outside

~r.~r:nan:.r;~~~71 lli:i
1

01" 54~77?3.

B3913Ball~

APARTMENT. CARBONDALE 4-

t~l'.':cl.f~!~r.:':'~~~.:'~:

year lease begmning June 1. Call
457-7352 or 549-iil:lil.

Books

Houses

ARE YOU IMPORTANT or im

rn~~~!~~ ;:~?~'in1~

~~P~P!~r~~~~~7~50~is~~~:

monsense Books, 1D, Box 267.
Bedford.. MA 01730.
3544Am1117

lN:~~~~Pso~l~~~~~· f7:~ ~0.::

Computers for:
•Education
•Scientific Use
•Statistics
•Business
~(ime and Personal
Uses

I !.~H~!J~l!;s
457-4412 ) {across from the train station)
~--------------------~~~------~------~--~
ROYAL RENTALS

OFFICE HOURS:

Mon- Thur-Fri 9 to Spm
Saturda s 11-3 m

STI!!REO
EQUIPMENT:
DISCOUNTS on over 40 name
brands. Free set up service.

SYSTECH VOLTAGE • CON-

83552Adl06

~~C:c tii~t~t~ear:rrid d~rc:'~

~S

Musical

r:~~:e= =:c~ ~~~~rr.o::e~~~
~~~ ~~r ~~~:!:~t.P~:~

ALL B!ciiCK, 3-bedroom, 1'-2 bath
house. Near campus, new roof,

...................,

AutlloH.......I

ANNA, CHARMING NINE room
home, beaut;fully landsca~d

893-2124-.

The Wall Street Quads
12075. Wall
or call
U7-•123

We h., used stereo .quipment

*USID S1RIO IQUINan'

6

~~ kis~ ~~~r~!~r. N~:guT!~~~:

3882Ad108

1978 TOYOTA PICKUP. excellent
cooditioa. 14300 or best offer, must
sen. 54!H354.
3859Aa106

Maintenance servtce

offers o fullli- of

AKA I S'IHIO COMIONINIS

1978 SCOUT RALL YF.. 4-wheel

Real Estate

''

500mm NIKKOR LENS in ex-

-·~=o9

1976 HONDA CB360T. Red, 1339
mole.;. Excellent Conditioo. Perfect for comtnuting around town.
54~2065.
3863Ac:ll3

sophomores ond up
eoturing
Efl•clenclft. 2 I 3 bd
Splotl-lapts.
•th: Swtmming pool
A1r (onditioning
Wall to Wall corpellng
Fully furnished
Coble TV service

c.rt.nrllle, a t2t1e

Phone ordero occe ted' call c fi

(Plus general replacements}

and Ia~ player. Jtisl tuned,
$37:..00. 1.967 Chevy• .\M-FM radio.
a1r _ccmditaonmg anr.! much more
s:r.:..OO. Both ver'j dt'pend;able. 457:
86411.
3919Aa2tl8
:l:li9Aal0a

out.

NOW RENTING FOR
SUMMU&FALL
SIU -roved for

COIIULLILICTIIONICS
1US.Diwhl-

A.D.C.

r~d}O

'75 Flet SL 1214sp4. 4cyl.
'76 Pacw kyl4aptl. A.C.
'71 ...... 4cyl. 4aptl.
'77 Honde CVCC 4aptl. 4cyl.
A.C.
'7t Honde Accor41 4cyl

APARTMENTS

~ou:~::ruc!}, ':~~:~:t;rn

RELIABLE TF.ANSPORTATION.

pa~rfi~ advertisil1g must be
paid in advance except for those
iiCcounts ~itll established credtt

l-2-3hr.
17.95
14.95
159 95
NV- T60
PV-1100 4hr VHS Machine S795
These YV/ues ore only good
while suop/les lost-HURRY IN I

f::.~:.:.~~-pe8'~~~2~t-

p.s .• p.b.\ c:ruisecontro~ucket
seats. dual tanks. etc. 19,000 miles.
immaculate condition. 457-2642
before 5:30.
83894Aal09

the rate apphcat>lc, for :til' num:x>r of
i~ert1ons it appears. ·,here w11l also
be an additional charge of SUIO to
cover the cost of the necessary

Automotive•

:~~!k :~j,e'"~~~~~3645Ball0
:S~~~r

carpetin~

250

The Dail)' Egyptian cannot be
t'W!Sponsible for more than one day's
iocorrect iosertion. Atlv'!rtisers are
responsible for l'hecking their
advertisement foc errors. l!:rrors not
the fault of the advertiser which
lessen
the
value
of
the
advertisement wtll be ad~ted. If
your ad appears Incorrectly. or if
vou w1sh to cancel your ad, call 5363311 before 12:00 noon for
J:ancellation in the next day's issue.
~ulfW lnformalloa RaiH
mf:l~u~al~S:,~ cents per word
daTwo Days-9 cents per word, per

NICELY Jo URNISHED 2 bedroom.

J2x60 MOBILE HOME. New
furnished. a.c .• un-

!507 MUSTANG, 269 V-8. runs well,

'Daily 'Egyptian

STUDINT REN·raLS·
FORFALIL
3 and 4 bedroom houses
close to campus.
Call between 4:00 and
5:00pm.
Jlt-1112
,... . . .

nidirectional microphone, new,
31140Anl06

$90, 549-7457.

:_~~x~~~T~~!;
also, SSOO or Best Offer Call 457·
8062.
3885An108

FOUR BEDROOM LUXURIOUS

::~~~rm,s~~:.;ni.'::~
K~tthv a:~oam-s:OOpm.

B3695Bbl13C

~~1~~s~'!?se~~~

FOR RENT

port,

Apartments
A'M"ENTION MED STUDENTS
comiq to Spri.fiel1 Ill: Now

ava1lab~

Immediately, no

~rs.ta~am~ :.~ldofR~f~cla.l-~

Call 6&H145.

B37841tbll6C

MURPHYSBORO • LARGE
JLDER 3 bedroom house ap-

~~~=':: ~~.'10::::; rr~~oo~:.~~~-~0::,~~

Across from medical school.

~=~t.ct::c!.7·<2muraZ ~~~ t.A:eotk~:af~':i~
2796

or 1217) 529-3670

3755Ba122

APARTMENTS, CARBONDALE
1-bedroom and 2·bedroom, sonu;
fumiMed and f'Jme unfurnished.

~~T:~. ~~ ~~~'~
orv:Il
B3764Ba117C
5

7039.

g~~u::w~~~L~A.~~!:ia

townhouse apartment. 3 bedroom
,., batm. ~ralair. fully car:

~\~. i~el!:~!;;~~~~~- ~

2051 or 529-2ll61.

380688106

r:~ ~::;.a:t~t:.~rds.~
after 5.

B3903Bbl09

SUBLEASE FOR SUMMER witlt
aptian for fall, 3 bedroom house.ll
blodls fMm cam~ behind RPe

~~er~;

=

~~:~i:11 !~~

~~ki:lfer~cupancy J~hf!i':g

3 BEDROOM HOUSE. Jz.l S.
Lynda. Available immediate!)'.
Short term lease available. Call
457--1334.
B3914Bb126C

Mobile Homes

1an4 2 Mtlroom tnlllen
. . . . . . to $115. month.
plua utllltl... In wt~rlous
locati.JM. 529-143•
from tam-3pm.
12X70 BEAUTIFUL TWO bedroom
total el~~~ g:.•:

8

~~1 .home,

EXTRA NICE 12x60. two bedroom.
fullv insulated. central air. all gas.

~~orJ!~~!Ttm~~!i::k~~1

D~ ~~ptraal R~~o:iable~~·c;3

CONSIDERATY. ROOMMATE
WANTED now and summ!!l'. Nice
house in carbnn.dak. $125-month.
utilities included. 457·8381.
3893Bell4
1'WO BEDROOM: FURNISHI-:D

~e~l~me!~~rHe:~~rC:rr~e :_

rent. Contract through summer.
First option for fall. $225.00. 457·
2467.
3851Bcto7
2:BE(lR\..'0M. '.0xl2, AC{J fur-

~~~a':rbuO..~fh=~!~-~-

May
3862Bcl09

~an;;~'::,!~ ~~~rd~~nsu1'!:"!~~i~

ask J~~1~~~c

FREE BUS

CAMBRIA. 2-BEDROOM. take

7RUNSDAILY
Rt. 51 North

uae::~ ~::~::.'~e~S:.t r.~

:;~57-6888 or 549-56~i&~lf.R

~9-3000

83904rl06

MoWle Home Lots

available. $240.00 per month. Call
52!H910, 9-4pm.
B3875Bcl08

FREE
MOVETO

1.':;

s.t9-3000

.:..

lt. 51 North
TRAILERS

•.

.. .

SUI0-$180 por month

CHUCK RENTALS
549·3374

o

Rooms

HELP WANTED

B3766Bdll7C

ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR
Unfurnished Bedroom in Fur-

~=-~~.arge Va~69~~
IMMEDIATE OPENING FOR
~..ommate. Spacious house, own

~:~::.mca\•1 u~~~~e;,._- ~~=/~~

campus.

31!30Bell1

Hi!:LP! R00'-1!\IATE NEEDED
Immediately. Private room,
completely furnished. hot shower.
All utilities. Good locatiol! Call
Pete. 549-8:158.
3114681~ 112

1-'El\IAI..E ROOMMI'.TE WA!IITED

~r~~~n~~f.tf~~i~l\.~~5es,::_;
campus. Call Sol:HI403.

384.1Bel07

OWN ROOM IN a 2 BR Apt., near
~d_a~~~~month plus •2:.:~~
OWN ROOM. FURNISHED 2·
bedroom apt., Murphysboro. Male
grad or serious undergrad

~3lS!::~.~~rJJr ~
3869Bet07

--------

::~~X. ~on~~~~~r~ma~:~~

same to move in now. take over
lease laler. $95 and ·~ utilities.
Pets OK.~ evenings.
3866Bel08

COUNSELORS: FOR BOYS
summer camp m 1\lair.e. Openings

~e:!~\:~O::::·s~.ri~~~i~

~le,1Ldtl1

DeMIIne for •ppilmtlon:
Mllrch 1, , ... or until
sul ..ltle•ppllmnt Is lou....

BANK PROOF OPF.RATOR,
t'XP!rienced only. Send resume to
P. 0. Box 26-*lij CarbondaleE IL
~~!i-. Equal pportu~m.i

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY IS AN EQ•;AL OPPOR·
TUNITYI AFFIRMA nVE ACTION

3S92CI08

BEHAVIORAL

COUNSEWRS,

~~:~~~~ily :.::· ~~:

COVER'S

I

.~

..............

1-c---...

..

~--....

-

~rttity.,...,.,...m..

;.HI'•

1(1
;:

'Jl
iol

Jt••i·.

:,.
Pt" :• r

supplies avaN;;ble. Cali529-U)l)2.
B3824E121C

~~:s~~~~S:.Erl:T~~~;ec~~~

I

Color $25 monthly
Block & White $15 monthly
WE BUY TV'• Worldne
or not working 4SJ-7'"

o•o•
o•

Also:

141tl...
TrwMCrlp11on

.........:on.ultl. .
Sit-laS\

~=f!~

l·.~ . ~•-~'~- '.t)ri:,l'~ r .. f'· .~:..!
I.

~e~·.g:f~da~~~~~~n
3772Ml06

BECOME A BARTENDER.
Classes taught by professionals at
a Cartondale l'iight spot. Call

~\rk~'l

School Of

::::~~~~-

.---P,..R~E~G--N"'A--N"!'!!T~?~--.1

FREEBIES

MILD-MANNERED 7 MONTH
Bloodnound.nood ramill pet. must
getridot,ca S4•7939a t~E~ils

call BIRTHRIGHT
Free pregnancy testing
& confidential assistance.
2-7 pm Man-Fri
9-1 Sat.

D

11onb Plus D. D

ADDRESS-MAIL. COMMISSION
circular; at home! Be flooded with
offers!! Offer-Details. Rusll
siamped addressed envelope and
25 cents service fee 1 Helen

I

NEED INSURANCE" I want to
help you with all your ir.surance
neectS. call Terry Go!:l. 457-ooill.
B3842E122C

Mt-2791

Theeis

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES

I A-1 TV REN:::

MANAGEMINTCA~II~--------~-9--~----~•I

v~ee.....,.....,a.--,._

NOSTALGIA. CLOCKS. DOLL
house items. wooden toys, neat
stuff, at Polly's Shops, 1 mile West
nf
Communications
on
Chautauqua.
3810L109

UPHOLSTERY.

Selectric n. neat. accurate,
reasonable rates. 54~2874.

PARTS
AND

=. .

ANTIQUES

~~~l;:~eteufi~l~eflt,ri~nt

SERVICES

,y..... of:

!"!'ICes. Refreshments. B3889K107

...au....

•J_otm_._ _ _ _ _ _B_3856C_.
-11-2.11 1.:f~=} Rt. 51 North
Join the management team of
a successful. growing and
dynamic restaurant c:hain in
Kentuc:ty and Illinois. We are
seeking
experienced
restaurant managers ready to
advance themselves and their
careers. We offer a ,;;~rough
management program. ex·
cellent be11efits and competitive salaries. Join our team
and grow. Send your resume in
confidence to:

~~r :ls~ 1 gto~~e\o1J'ft!!;s, ~oJ:c1

C.ll Cefl.ct :114-"1-IJIJ
f)rTollfree

SERVICES
OFFERED

~?t~~!!:,c:;~~u:ftf!is~~lr t~

Mt:RPHVSBORO, St. Andrt:WS
School Gym, !lth & Mulberry

Streets, Saturday. March I, 9am·

CALLUS

WANTED

.

ap-

3880Kt06

"~-C..."

PA;NTTNG, NO JOB Too Small.
Reasotaable Rates, Prompt Ser·
vice. Please call. 529-1706
3906DI09

PART TIME MAINTENANCE
man. electrical and plumbing

~f~~~~~~: ~re,

NHD AIOim()4tl
INfOIIMA110NJ
To t-.lp you through this experience we give you complete counseling of any
duration before and ofter
the procedure.

EMPLOYMENT

average pay! Must lie w~ng to do
extensive traveling
and-or
relocalion. Master's degree or
equivalent. Training will be
provided. Call529-1910. B3839CI06

AUCTIONS
& SALES

GOING ON NvW! Open House
Moving Sale: Many houehold

EMPLOYER.

r~:~er~:j,f!a~~inf.·s~::to~~~

formation. $j_ A Iasco, Box 2480.
Goleta. CA i9'J018.
3812Cil9

f!mref~&;;20 or 54·~~S:~
'.·

Lou... S..lth, c.............
V.I. s..rchCoMMit..., !DC
t111_. Col.... St.

Mass. 02146 or caii617-277·8C80.

ROOM:.tATE NEEDED TO tai..!
over contract from June-August in
large house. Great location west of

h

lutocross Sunday noon. Arena lot.
All are Welcome. Information: 54!12063. 52!H328.
3920Jt07

•

Masters degr- in vocational
evaluation or closely related
field. Evaluation experience in
o
rehabilitation
setting
preferred.
Duties
include
assisting clients in developing
rehabilitation plans utilizing a
variety
of
assessment
techniques, and supervising
and instructing graduate and
undergraduate students iA
various field experiences.
Send letter of application.
resume. ttw- letters of
recommendation and calf~
transcripts to:
,

=_l~~"m~~";~rp~~

Roommate•

wi~~~da~ m~h~in\1~rsdt(a·n{t!

I

IMftfel
Cen-.r,
SIUC
.................tltute.

~~~re~i-ng. ~~~~'lr~nne~aac~M~

~~f45~~=i-~er;~mpetitive.

GRAND TOURING AUTO Club

529 111

.....................

B3873Bc108

PRIVATE
ROOMS.
CAR·
BONDALE. in apartments for
;;tudents. You have a private room,
~ou use kitchen facilities, etc. with
others in apartme~:t. Uti1iti~.s
mcluded in rentals. Very, ve:-,

J

v - t • - • •-•-tor,

~~~s;~:, ;~ ~~~~b:W~~

CABLE TV. ALL Utilities paid,
maid service. $52.50 per week.
King's Inn Motel. 549-4013.
B3697Bd114C

..

above Atwood Drugs
downtown
Mon-Fri
Sot. 1-5
_
10om-2pm
flosed Wed

~a~1-irfrata~t1;~rsr!.-~

Wantecl to Rent

AVAILABLE
l •.tMEDlATELY,
CLEAN 2 bedroom. eye level oven,

KARIN'S

Alterc~tlo.._Dnpes

FULL TIME, PART time. Over 21 •

DON'T PAY MORE for less! 2
bedroom. 11': bath. eye level oven,
shag carpeting, raiSed roof over
1910. 9--tpm.

~~r.:!:~r~=: 88~~

---""l!"!!-.'1!!"'~~!!""'"--

YMCA CARBONDALE. NEED 2
swimming instructors to teach
competitive 1'-"imrning. Call 54~
5359.
B3898C109

Ch~J~g

She will explain your true
charactP.r. Are you having
lo"e
prot-lems?
Mrs.
Elizabeth will tell you if the
one you love is true. 993-6360
..09 E. DeYoung
Marion, ll

ABORTION-FINEST MEDICAL
care. lanmediate appoir.·.ments.

:i£lY

BEDSOILING

DEPRESSION·-·MARRIAGE5-·
YOUTH
:md
Family-··
Cohabitatio"lal Problems-·
Counseling--t~enter for Human
£f.~lopment--:'lo .-h~~~

60S S. Dlinois - Carboncble
457-7732

APP~lCATIONS fiEING TAKEN
for kitchen help and hoste~ses.
Emperor's Pal~~~~

3iJ:,ruiT-i

BEDWETTING.

~!l~~~sten~~un~~~mn;:ae~

Photocopying
Offset Copying
_ Offset Printing
Thesis Copies
Resumes
Cards
Stationery
Spiral Bindings
Wedding lnvitahons

educatmn or adult!! wi: •. spe~ial
needs_. Cam~ in northem subur!Js
of Ch1cag!l. Great opportunity hr
students in
recreation or
education. For interview contact·
D1ck Weil 1312l 966-5522. 3886CUlS

CARTERVILLE· DUPLEX· new·
2 bedroom · storage • washer.
~~~~-up · privacy

accurate.
22583748E116C

Printing Plant

CA:\tP COUNSELORS & Van

S66-~~~\~

'"

r-----------•l ~~~ment--No

expenence. Good pay. Summer
Career. Nationw1de, Worldwide;
Send $-\.95 for application. info.
referrals to Cru1seworld Ill, Box
60129, Sacramer•lu, CA 95860
3884Cl23

CAMBRIA. DUPLEX. 2 bedroom,
available now. $165 per month. 985-

~~::Ja~.:,~:~~~.

0

CRUISESHIPS~ SAILING
expe~itions! Sailmg c;;mps. No

D~plex

free bus to StU. First month free

5011 11

JOBS'

NEED TWO ROOMMATES !or a
comfort>.ble 3-bedroom house
near W:.ll & E. Main. No lease and
is

NEED A PAPER typed? IBM

SReealec tiac erarasttesa=~~

Washmgton. Suite r.o. Carbondale
1457·3351l by Man:h 7. B3877CUJ7'

mornings, 549-0482 evenings.
3909Be112

ANNOUNCEMENTS

RHome Improvement ~~l2EI06C

SECRETARY,
CARBONDALEAREA. Fulltnr.e. Some experience
&-or secretarial training reqwred.
Good ty~ng skills necesaary.

~:,t.t~:i~tftlti!~~ ~:~~-- ..'s':!2t':i

ROOFING,

~f!~!~a~:r~~t~n~~~~~t·~t

S~fi~~- }~C:i~~na~~~ho~;~ ~~
~~i~~k~ec~lj,!'!tre":r~c~~

FEMALE FOR LARGE 2-bedroom
fumished apartment. $125 monthly. heat and water included.
Close to camrus. Prefer Senior or
Grad. 453-SJ:W ext. 33 or 457-e.IOS
after 5:00.
387iBel06

r:!.f't~l~ioRent

REMODELLING.

WANTED· TWO RESPONSIBLE

ROOMMATE NEEDED TO share
2 bedroom house. $125 per month
plus Lz utilities. 687-4427. J901Beuo

LOST

RIDERS Yl ANTED

sm recycling program reports
decrease in collected newsprint
By Judy Shute

Student Writer
Contributions of recvclable
newspaper to the SJU:C ReUsed News Program have
fallen off 800 pounds a month
si~ the beginning of the year,
Chns Jensen, senior in
economics and manager of the
program. said.
In 1979, an average of 900
pounds of nt>Wspaper a month
y·as collected from each of the
bins, which are located at the
South 51 overpass. Brush
Towers, Lentz Hall and Student
Center. Since the beginning of
the year. an average of 600
pounds per bin a month. has

~

b:-en collected. Jensen said.
Currentlv 20 student workers
and volunteers collect the used
newspaper from the bins. The
newspaper is then sold to
buyers who recycle the paper.
Tim Goodman, graduate
assistant in pollution control,
said that simply disposing of
newspaper could contribute to
environml'ntal pollution if the
paper is buried at improperly
managed landfills.
"Newspaper that is not
recycled is taken to landfill sites
and buried," Goodma•• said. ''If
the landfill ~ not managed
properly. rain may cause a
runoff whilh ~an lead to water

contamination."
Recycling newspaper serves
two purposes. It serves as a
solution to an ever present
pollution
problem.
and
newspaper can also be tran''If you into
tear useful
a cornflake
box
sformed
products.
you will see gray fibers,''
Goodman said. "This means the
package has been made from
recycled paper."
Rooimg tile, IBM cards and
stationary are other types of
products that a1-e made from
recycled newspaper.
Re-Used News, which is
sponsored by Pollution Control.
earnf'ft $1,568 in 1979.

Program in, tact despite tension
Debbie \'andehey
Stude!"t Writer
The current tension between
the United States and the Soviet
Union has not csused anv immediate changes in- the
Business-Russian Program at
SIU-C. according to Professor
Joseph Kupcek of the Dep<Jrt-.
ment of Foreign Languages and
Literatures.
If the strained relations.
centered on the Soviet invasion
of Aghanistan. should continue
for a considerable period of.
time. however. Kupcek said the
department couJd be affected.
The Business-Russian
Program. started by Kupcek in
1976, is a career specialization
program offered jointly by the
Department
of
Foreign
Languages and the Business
and Administration Department.
In the five-year program,
stu.ilents earn a bachelor's
degree 1n Russian and an MBA
in l'USiness administration.
During the last year of undergraduate study the students
are allowed to begin fulfilling
the
foundation
course
requirements for their .MBA.
"The program has not been
affected up to this point,"

Kupcek said. "The currie•.dum
is not being changed and no
students have withdrawn from
the program because of current
\ · .S. -Sov'""t relations."
However. Kupcek said it is too
early to tell if the program will
be affected at all. If strained
relations continue enrollment
couJt! be down in the fall, but
Ku~k said he feels even that
is only a slim possibility.
"Even if the situation should
worsen. there will be a demand
for those who can speak
Russian."
Kupcek
said.
Currently some students are
being placed in governmental
positions, such as translators
and in the import-export
business, and Kupcelt said the
demand wouldn't decrease if
the tension between the two
countries remains.
..Tbere could even be more
openings for students with a
knowledge of Russian Ill! interrogators for the FBI."
Kupcek said ...But I believe this
whole situatiom is only temporary."
Born in Chicago, Kupcek
moved to Czechoslovakia with
his parents in 1926. There he
taught at a business college
where. as in most European

schools, two foreign
were required in the
Kupcek said that at
most American
colleges weren't
foreign languages.

Lj~ij~~~,~=~iii~=~~~~~j~~
all the latest
styles in fashion colors
NowatBiums

WIIKEND SPECIAL
Jeans
19.99 orig. 26.00

languages
program.
that time
business
teaching

When he introduced the
Business-Russian Program at
SIU-C it was the first of its kind
in Illinois a11d one of the first in
the nation. Kupcek said it would
be helpful for students to
com!Jine business and a foreign
language since the job market
~:!~~:9. a foreign language

i:

The
program
stresses
practical vocabulary and words
that students would use daily ir
the business world. Kupcek
produced exam pies (",: contracts
and business tetters by companies, such as Dow and IBM,
in Russian that students would
use in the course.
The idea of combining roreign
language with business courses
has expanded to other
languages, such as French,
German and Spanish, Kupcek
said.

New ·department chairmen
selected to fill 3 vacancies
By Uaiversity News Service
Two departments in the
College of Science and one in the
College of Communications and
Fine Arts have a new chairman.
Indiana University physicist
Fazley Bary Malik will take
over May 15 as chairman of the
Department of Physics and
Astronomy. He'll replace
Richard Watson, who headed
the U!liversity's physics
• program since 1976~
· ·
The 45-year-old Malik is a
professor in IU's Department of
Physics. He has also taught at
Yale University, been a
research associate at Princeton
UDiverstiy and the Max Planck
Institute in Munich, and has
been a senior scientific officer
101' the Pakistan Atomic Energy
-. CommiSIIion.
Malik is a native of Bankura,
India. His appointment must be
ratified by the Board of
Trustees.
Ro.'181d Brandon, a professor
in the Department of Zoology,
has been named acting
chairman of that department
while an internal search ior a
permanen£
successor
to
William Lewis is carried out.
Lewis. chairman since 1973.
stepped down to ckvote more
time to the operation of the
Cooperative
Fisheries
Research Laboratory. which he
has headed since 1949.
In ·the. College of Communications and ~Fine Arts.
·~~

Stephen Blache, an associate
professor, is acting chaimtan of
the Department of S~eech
Pathology and Audiology. He
replaces John P. Moncur, who
s~ down after seven years
as chairman.
A permanent chairman Is
expected to be named soon for
the
Department
of
Microbiology. Dan McClary,
professor of microbiology, has
been acting chairman since the
death of Maurice Ogur in
February, 1978.
BUSH NOT DOWN
CONCORD. N.H. CAP) Even in defeat, George Bush
lost none of his optimism
Tuesday night, telling his
supporters that "disappointed
as I am, I am absolutely convinced I'm going to win this
nomination."
"Don't be disappointed," the
former United Nations ambassador told a few hundred
~le in the baUroom of the
Highway Hotel here, where he
had set up headquarters.
"We won two and lost one;
that's .666. I used to hit about
.240 in college <baseball),'' said
Bush
The room wa,; buzzing with
instant analysis of what caused
Bush's heavy defeat, when only
last weekend a poll by the
Boston Globe had shown him
leading Heagan by one percentagt> pnint with the othe'J" five
in the GOP field far behind.

e American Tap
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Civic pride promotes public TV;
WGBH Boston No. 1 station
NEW YORK <\PI-A billowing
Union Jack heralds the start of
each Masterpiece Theater
production from Britain.
Suddeniy there it is. "WGBH
Boston."
Madcap cook Julia Child
stirs. shops and chortles her
way through another session of
"The French Chef' and there it
is a~ain. "WGBH Boston."
The logo pops up on television
all over the country dozens of
times a week. Public television
station WGBH is perhaps the
country's No. l producer of
pr()f6'ams exclusive or news,
despite its location in a
broadcast market ranked only
sixth.
"It's due to a lot or things."
said Sam Tyler, who as director
of deveiopment raised $4.5
million this year to run WGBH
radio and TV, plus several
million dollars more for buying
and producing programs.
"Jo'irst or all, we're in a very

!

supportive community," he
said. "People who live in Boston
have a good deal of civic pride,
they support the arts and
culture, and they've provided
the money and other resources
that we've required.
"In addition to that," Tyler
said, "we've got the talent to
make our operation grow, and
grow well, and the management
~t 'GBH is relatively laissezfaire. Managers are left to run
their own departments."
Consider
the
Tyler
assessment in light or "This Olt:l
House," one rather f'X·
traordinary WGBH production.
The chief character is Russell
Morash, producer or two or the
station's best-known how-to
programs, "French Chef" and
"Crockett's Victory Garden."
"Russ had proven he could do
things that were both appealing
and successful , and he decided
last December it might be fun to
take an Old Victorian house, rip

it down, and show people how to
put it back together-in 13
lessons," Tyler said.
"The show was No. 1 in the
ratinr;ts in Boston last spring
and it's been funded by Mont:
gomery Ward for national
distribution this year.
-~rhe station took in excess of
$100,000 and gave it to Morash
and he gave them 'This Old
House,' which the audience and
the station, loved."

"This Old Ho•~se," in 39 installments. including the 13

tH:oadcast previously in Boston,
will be fed nationally to Public
Broadcasting Service stations
this fait.
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Drafts 354
i 60 oz. Pitchers $2.00
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:.,.open Dally for lunch at 11:30•***:

Come ancf watch TV on our wide screen television

A year ago, WGBH was
behind public TV's most ambitious project to date
dramatization of Nathaniei
Hawthorne's "The Scarlet
Letter."

]ltd{le orders Chicago to protect
city workers from political abuse
CHICAGO (AP> - An angry
federal judge has ordered the
City or Chicago to advise its
employees-in
writing-that
they l1ave the right to be free
from politically motivated
cOtrcion or punishment.
"I've heard enough," U.S.
Districr Court Judge :'llicholas J.
B•1a
remarked
during
argument.. b<.otween city attorneys
and
a
law-..i:r
representing 32 city employees
who were allegedly fired.
transferred or demoted because
of ties to political foes of Mayor
Jane l\1. Byrne.
"I can't see how a responsible
administration could allow such
transfers and firings in light of
the agreement made eight
years ago," Bua said. He was
referring to the 1972 Shakman
decree, in which the city and
Cook County Democratic Party
promised not to force public
employees to dG political work.
The judge, who has inherited
the continuing Shakman

litigation, ordered the city to
enclose special notices in this
Jo'riday's paychecks. The
notices remind the employees
that they cannot legally be
fired. transfE"rred or threatE'ned
because of political con-

siderations.
Lawyers in the case
estimated that as many as
40,000 such notices may have to
be distributed as a result of the
ruling.

Shelby County taxpayers win
MOUNT VERNON {AP) The 5th District ApJ. · '!ate Court
of Illinois has ruled in favor of
Shelby County taxpayers in a
dispute over property tax
reassessments in 1976.
In a 2-1 decision issued
Monday. the court reversed a
ruling of the Shelby County
Circuit Court and upheld the
protest of taxpayers who own an
estimated 4,000 parcels of land
in the central Ulinois county.
The majority opmton was
written by Justice Dorothy
Spomer, who said the court
"concludes that the Illinois
Property Tax Appeal Board

was correct in holding that the
1976 assessment increases in·
Shelby County were void
because of the failure or the
Supervisor of Assessments to
make timelv publication."
Illinois law requires the
supervisor to publish notice of
the reassessments, but Shelby
County missed the deadline in
1976 and went ahead with the
reassessments. After taxpayers
paid and then protested to the
appeal board. and won a
favorable ruling, the county
appealed to the Circuit Court
which found in favor of the
county.
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Jeep Wagoneer
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AM-FMRadio
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Ford F-150 Pickup
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Ford Ranchero
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Marquis
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1975
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Mustang
Montego Squire
Wagon
Thunderbird
Chevrolet Wagon
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Camper Cover
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'1973
Get your ts.oo tickets at:

Mary Lou's and Plaza Records

Come in and test drive one of these
exceptionally clean, low mileage
cars today!
Direct to customer rebates:
$300.00 on new Fairmonts and Zephyrs
$500.00 on new Thunderbirds and Cou,.,ar XR7' s

Mail Order· $6.00
$7. 50 at the door
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Stttdy sl1ows boards, coJttntittees
satisfied witlt Citv Cotiricil actions

Slain man's mother testifies:
Son .u·as threatened b.r wife

By Mary Ann

"Ht•s got a gun in the car ...
Dunn said he was behind

Mc~ulty

Staff Writer

After finishing a six-month
study of citizen participation in
Carbondale city government.
the Citizens Advisory Committee has concluded that those
who serve on commissions or
board are generally satisfied
with council action on the
groups' recommendations.
Charles
Leming.
past
president of the advisorv
committee. presented council
members with the ~roup's
report Monday. The report will
be discussed at the council's
May 12 meeting.
Leming told the council that
of the 73 people who responded

~~ssa~sri:f!1ih ~~~vnct a:;f!~
0

council "is not sensitive to the
needs of the library. Two other
members said that while the
council listens to the board's
recommendations it is unable or
unwiUing to implement the
recommendations.
While three of the four Liquor
Advisorv Board members who
respon«ted to the survey said
they had a "good working
relationship" with the City
Council-which doubles as the
Liquor Control Commissionone member claimed that the
board's suggestions are ignored
if they don't coincide with the
feelings of the liquor commission.
One member of the Board of
Local Improvements said. "The
council sometimes ignored the
board's
recommendations
because of adverse citizen
impact at
the
council
meetings."

on the group's recommendations.
The CAC sent out 140
questionnaires to members of 22
citizen participation groups.
The committee got a 66 percent co~O:~~~~aeBor:sl:~~ne~ ~~~
response rate. Leming said. The city and citizens could be imcommittee disregarded about 30 proved by "encouraging citizen
responses from persons who no participation early in the
longer serve on the boards or decision making process; not
commissions.
when a motion is readv to be
Of the nine Library Board made." the 10-page ·report
members who answered the stated. Other respondents asked
questionnaires, three said the the council to:

-treat citizens with more
dignity and refrain from putting
them down when they appear
before the council:
-·keep citizens informed on
issues, and allow time for them
to react;
-provide citizens with a
means of measuring input and
allow them to see the results:
---<Ia away with the feeling
that citizen views are onlv
listened to when they agree with
the administration's views.
Other members of boa.rd and
committees suggested ttJat
there be perio.dic revtews of
each citizen participation group
to update its goals. Six
respondents said that membership in the various boards
could be improved by making
the groups representative of the
~ommunity, not just of special
mterest groups.
Respondents also suggested
that the city recognize or
reward members who serve on
the ~ommissions or boards by
holding spring picnics, giving
awards or certificates or sending letters of commendations.

IC'ontinu8 from Page U
8
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heard a series of shots fired in
rapid sun·ession from behind
him. tinder cross-examination
by the defense. Dunn said he did
not know at that tim~ whether
Tobias Berger had been
wounded.
According to Rotert. Tobias
Berger had been struck by two
of the shots.
In his opening statement.
Hotert said that after being hit
by the shots fr'lm the .2'2 caliber
pistol. Tobias Berger ran- back
through a family room to a
small playroom. While in the
playroom Tobias Berger broke
a window and ripped a screen.

aJiparently trying to escape.
Hotert said.
While Tobias B~rger was in
this part of the house. Mrs.
Berger fired at him with the .38
caliber revolver that had been
placed under the couch, Hotert
said. She entered the room and
fired a final shot into Tobias
Berger's head. Hotert said.
Testimony was also given b~
Deputy Sheriff Dennis Shelton.
the first law enforcement officer to come to the scene of the
shooting. Special Agent Harold
Andrews of the Department of
Law
Enforcement,
who

~~~r~ ~~:

n:r. ~~d (~ffi~~~

Kendel Glodo of the Murphysboro police department
also testified Wednesday.

Ken11ed.v to t•isit
Jf'vst Frankfort
Sen. Edward Kennedy will

::'i7:!~~u~\~W:st"~~~~~\o~t \~

W. Main After meeting with the

~~er:Uli~~l c~f~i~~f~o.;:

1:15 to 1:35. The coal mme site
.has not vet been determined.
according to sources at Kennedy's
state
campaign
headquarters.

State bar rates jrLdge candidates
SPRINGfo'IELD iAPl- One
candidate for appellate court
judge and 14 candidates for
circuit court judge failed t9 be
recomment'•.'<l by their peers for
the office, in a poll released
Wednesday by the Illinois State
Bar Association
Judicial candidates in the
March 18 prill)arv election
outside of Cook Coonty were
rated based on a poll of lawvers

Appellate Caurts
Robert B. Mays was not
recommended for a 5th District
Appellate Court seat.
Stuart R. J.efs,ein was highly
recommended for a 3rd District
Appellate Court seat.
Seven other Cdndidates for
appellatt: court seats outside of
Cook County were recommended.
<"lrcuit <"ourts

Not Recommended
from the circuit or district in
Eugene
1''.
l''riedman,
which they are running.
Southern Illinois is in the 5th Kathryn S. 1\farshall, Jack
Appellate District and Jackson Hoogasian and Jed H. Stone
County is included in the 1st were not recommended for
circuit court seats in the 19th
Judicial Ci~11it.
·
The poll :.sked the lawyers to Judicial Circuit.
Timothy L. fo'omes, Robert M.
rate the candidates on the basis
of integrity, temperament. Keenan Jr. and Thomas E.
legal ability and court Price were not recommended
for seats in the 2nd Judicial
management.
The ratings were then Circuit.
Arthur R. Strong was not
tabulated, with a score of 100
the highest possible rating. A recommended for a seat in the
score of more than 90 meant a 8th Judicial Circuit.
James M. Bumgarner and
candidate was highly recommended. more than iO meant he John A. Grivetti Jr. were not
was recommended. and below recommended for a seat in the
iii meant he was not recom- lOth Judicial Circuit.
mended.
Susan B. Gende. F. Joseph
One of nine candidates for Ryan and Herber F. Schultz
appellate court judgeships were not recommended for a
outside of Cook County was not seat in the 14th Judicial Circuit.
Daniel L. Weisz was not
recommended. and one was
highly recommended. The rest recommended for a seat in the
were .• 11 recommended.
19th Judicial Circuit. Circuits
Fourteen of i6 candidates for Courts
Highly Reeommended
circuit court ;udgeships outside
Andrew J. O'Conor and
of Cook County were not
recommended, and eight were James J. Wimbiscus were
highly recommended. The rest highly recommended for a seat
were recommended.
in the 13th Judicial Circuit.
James F. Quetsch was highly
Following are results of the
poll:
recommended for a seat in the

THE ~LD MilE

16th Judicial Circuit.
Jerry L. Patton was highly
recommended for a seat in the
ith Judicial Circuit.
Howard S. White was htghly
recommendf!o for a seat in the
8th Judicial Circuit.
. Robert E. Manning was
htghly recommended for a seat
in the loth Judicial Circuit.
Charles F. Scott was highly
recommended for a seat in the
19th Judicial Circuit.
Circuit Courts
Recommended

The 54 candidates for circuit
court seats outside of Chicago
were recommended.
GAS AND RAILROADS

CHICAGO (API - When
gasoline sells for $2.50 a gallon,
enough travelers will park their
cars and catch the trains to
more than triple the number of
daily departures from Chicavo
to five other Midwestern cities,
Amtrak says a new study
shows.
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Safe canoeing is a must this spring
The factors that make spring
canoeing t;llciting-melting
snow a.nd spnng rains-also can
make 1t dangerous unless basic
safety measures are understood.
"When tilnoeing in high, rapid
wate.:. it is absolutely im~rative that you wear a life
JaCket. Keep the center of
gravity low by kn~li!lg in the
canoe, rather than Silting on the
seats. The bow person (person
sitting in the front of the canoe I
should be on the lookout for
rocks or other obstacles and
should communicate constantly
with the stem person.
Water flowing through a
group of rocks usually will
follow the path of least
resistance. So should a canoe.

Touching Nature
Debbr·e Sugerman
The water flowing between two
rocks wiD form a V with the
apex pointing downstream. Aim
the canoe for the V by using the
draw and pry strokes.
If the canOP. does hit a rock or
Jog in fast water, don't panic.
Lean downstream or into the
obstruction while trying while
trying to free the canoe. If you
lean upstreem. the canoe will
fill with water. The pressure

Coaches learn to cope
U'ith luckless seasons

from rushing water is so great.
it can bend a swamped canoe
around a rock Just stay calm
lean downstream, and work
yourself free.
If the canoe swamps in the
river, both people should try to
hang on to the canoe while it
travels downstream. Maire sure
you are hanging on the upstream side of the canoe. to
insure you don't get cauidlt in

Netters at home
against hawkeyes
oCendaued fro•

IC•tlaued rrom P•ge Zl)

weather also would give the hill gang more opportunities to enjoy
the mighty Salukis.
The men's basketball team was not the ooly one with troubles.
Cindy Scott's Lady Salukis also were bitten by the injury bug. Cocaptains Sue Faber and Lynne Williams were put out of commissioo early in the season with leg injuries.
With a little more luck and sturdier hands the :,JOtball team
would have been 16-1 instead of 8-3. Add a litUe common sense and
intelligence from the McAndrew Stadium maintenance people on
how much it would have cost to repair the stadium's lights and SIU
would have been on national televisioo at least once.
The latest victim of the bad luck syndrome is gymnastics Coach
BiD Meade, who may haw been hit worst of all. His team has been
hit hard by injuries and one retirement.
Perhaps his worst bit of luck has nothing to do with luck at all.
Meade has fallen victim to his own coaching ability. It could be
said he is responsible for stirring up interest in gymnastics in the
United States. He started a successful program at SIU that many
other schools envied and copic!d.
His reward for being such a good coach is that he has to face his
former gymnasts as coaches. including Indiana State Coach Roger
Council. CliW•cil is the coach for the U.S. Olympic team and a
former World Games coach.
Last but not least •as the final misfortune of the SJU basketball
team. It just seemed appropriate that It didn't win the coin bJss
which de<>ided the <earn that got the final berth in the Missouri
Valley Confereoce tournament.

Pa~e

:nil

have two indoor home matches
remaining. SIU faces Missouri
on March 8, and Ulinois State,
the University of Kansas and
1\lurray State Ma_rcb 29-30.

between the canoe and a- rock.
If you become separated from
the canoe. float downstream in
a sitting position feet first to
protect yourself from rocks.
Float through the rough water
to a calm spot where you can
swim to shore.
SOAR has several canoe trips
planned this spring which offer
a variety of scenery and also
chances to develop canoeing
skills. On the Lust Creek trip
!March 28-30) we will canoe
from Eddyville past the high
bluffs of this scenic creek to the

Ohio River at .Golconda. The
Eleven Pomt R1ver tr1p I A_prll
18-201 and the Jacks Fork R1ver
trip I April 25-271 will be on the
National Ozark Scenic Riverways in r.=issouri.
. If. you are interested in
s1~mng up .for one of the calh. ~
tr1ps. o~ fmding out more . mf~rmahon about canoemg
nvers, stop by the LES·SOAR
office located in the Student
Recreatio~ Center. Room . 46.
SOAR off1ce hours are Wednesday and Thursday from 12-5
p.m.

N 0 t 1•ce
Beginning March 3, 1980
The Bursars Office
Will be Open
8:30a.m. to 3:30p.m.
Monday through Friday

Wichita State shocks ISU
Bv The Associated Press
·what a difference a yearand the absence of a &-9
superstar named Larry Birdmade for Indiana State
University.
Last winter. the Sycamores
were unbeaten and rolling
toward a berth in the finals of
the NCAA basketba.J tou;·nament against eventual
champioo Michigan State.
But Bird, college basketball's
Player of the Year in 1979. now
plies his trade for the Boston
Celtics and Tuesday night his
former teammates couldn't
even make it past the opening
round of the Missouri Valley
Conference post-season tournament.
Freshman Cliff Livingston
scored 14 of his 24 points in the
second half to pace Wichita
State over Indiana State, 82-70.
The Shockers moved into the
semi-finals against regular
a~inst regular season champ

..
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.....1111

Bradley, which trounced Tulsa.
97-76. as reserve Hasan Houston
scored 'n points and David
Thirdkill added 20.

The other MVC semifinal will
pit Creighton. an 86-80 winner
over Drake, against West Texas
State, which turned back New
Mexico State, 98-87. Drake's
Lewis Uoyd scored 37 points but
was unable to overcome a
balanced Creightoo attack.

Computer Science
·and
Electrical Engineering
M~iors

Are you interested in a ch~llenging career
opportunity with a company that offers a
continued training program?

Illinois Consolidated Telephone Company
of Mattoon, Ill. will be interviewing on campus

MARCH 3. 1980

Sigrt-:up now at the Pfocemenf Cehter, Woody Half, 2nd Flo~ .• ·· .. •
4
·
·· • ·
An Equal Opportunity employer
-.
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Badminton team going to nationals
BvRiclKlaU
S&aff Writer

Like a Walt Disney movie, the
drama IIUITOUIIding the badminton team's cancellation of
its ·np to the national meet had
• !!aPPY ending.
Seniors Penny Porter and
Sandy Lemon, both physical
education
majors,
have
resolved problems concerning
student teaching requirements
and will be able to compete for
the Salukis in the AlA W
national
tournament
at
California State-Domingus Hills
Thursday through Saturd.'ty.
'I'm not sure how they
arranged it," Coach Paul Blair
said. "AU I know is that Penny

talked to the student teaching
nffi::e and they worked out
something. I do know both were
willing to do whatever they
could to p!ay."
Neither Porter or Lemon
were available for comment.
Student
teachers
are·
allowed to miss four days of
teacbiUC for non-academic
reasons. Both players have
missed two days so far this
season and wiD miss an additional three to compete at
nationals.
"I'm happy they'D be able to
compete," Blair added.
Blair said last week the
Salukis would not compete in
the nationals if Lemon and

Porter could not participate. He
said that the Saluki team would
not be the best thJt could be
assembled anct "wouldn't
represent sn· as we would
like."
Porter- and Lemon wiD be
joined by sophomore Cathy
Skiera, junior Fay Chea and
freshman Dinah Devers in the
nationals.
At last year's tournament, the
Salukis took eighth place. 15
points. Arizona State was
champion, 73 points, followed
by UCLA. 43. and Eastern
Illinois, 32. State rivals Illinois
State and Western Illinois also
competed at the tournament,
finishing fourth and fifth.

Netters hope to rebound vs. Iowa
By E41 Doagherty

S&aff Writff

The men's tennis team wiD

play the second match of its
home indoor season Friday
against the University of Iowa.
The 7 p.m. meet wiD be held at
the Southern lllinois Racquet
Club.
The netters, 3·5, have been
struggling lately. losing their
last four matches in a row.
Even though three of those
losses came against Big Ten
teams. Coach Dick LeFevre
hopes his team's fortunes will
change against the Hawkeyes.

"Iowa has not played manr,
indoor matches this year, '
LeFevre said. "I hope the experience we've bad so far tlis
season wiD help us. I think we
are going to beat them."
Iowa is 1~. Its only wir1 of the
season was an 8-1 thrashing of
Illinois State. Last year the
Hawkeyes were 8-10, and
fmish~ seventh in the Big Ten.
The Salukis and Iowa have
not played this year, but they
have had one common opponent, Illinois State. ISU
defeatedSIU, 6-3, in the fall, but
LeFevre said the Salukis have
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~proved since then.

''They
have
'!Xcellent
prac!i;::e facilities, as do all the
Bi!j Ten schools," LeF'evre
said. "Having their own
facilities allows them much
more i-'ractice time than we

have.

.. It is tougt. to ~et enough
hours of work in,' LeFevre
said. "While other schools can
practice four or more hours a
day, we can only practice for
about two."
Aftt!l' Friday the netters will

Cleaning Up
Ed Dougherty

Saluki coaches survive
despite unlucky· seasons
"If it weren't for bad luck I'd have no luck at aU. gloom, despair
and agony on me." I j:ISt finished watching "Hee Haw" on
television, right? Wrong. It is what several SIU coaches have been
singing in their offices during the l!Jm.80 school year.
It seems that no matter what tht~ do, fate always points to

M~l;:l:~==t~~!;~?:~of:gl~:'fs«!!~:asketball

Coach Joe Gottfried. The fortunes of the Saluki basketball team
read like a list of daytime dramas.
To lead off our afternoon of viewing pleasure is "The Roo ':amp
Story." In the first episode, Rod decides to let the NCAA calculate
his grade-point average. Much to his dismay and Gottfried's, the
NCAA didn't like the rules by which Sru played, so it decided to
make up its own. The show temporarily has been canceled but wiD
return next fall. Hopefully. it will get good ratings.
Next is a special two-part showing of "General Hospital." The
hospital is pla.§Ued with an epidemic of hand and wrist injuries. It
seems that some members of the ba~ketball team ha"e an uncontrollable urge to break their hands in practice.
In part two, the rest of the team can't stop itself from the effects
ol a rare disease. It has no name, no known origin and only one
symptom. The person with the disease keeps wanting to M:ratch
the eyes of a 6-6 point guard from Atlanta, Ga.
But Gottfried isn't the only one with problems. Baseball Coach
Itchy Jones' problem is in the fonn of Mother Nature's wrath. With
a little help from the weather, Jones' team would get an earlier
start and be more prepared for its spring trip. Better spring
tC•lill•el • Pase
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